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On many farms they will soon be
throwing away surplus vegetables.
Please don’t do it1 At the Pentecostal
Mission, where a soup kitchen is
maintained, and where 71 persons
were fed on a recent day, there is
great need of food materials. Among
the generous contributors are the
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co. and
Rockland Produce Co. Others would
gladly add their portions if they knew
how batuy needed they were. The
mission is located in what was formerly Galilee Temple, later the Has
kell store at the Southend.
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SEES ANOTHER BAD MONTH

THREE CENTS A COPY

BASEBALL IS AT HAND

Volume 88.................. Number 37

THOMASTON TOWN MEETING

Three Storm Peiiods In April, Says Morrill- -First Half To And Knox County Fans Are Becoming Elager—Sports D
...
Hem. Fiom Several Source.
R'PuW■cans
'C
Get Bulk Of the Offices—Reduction In
Be Warmer Than Last
Budget Is Not Radical
April ls to be "another bad month," ( Hollywood quake came Just when I
predicted Samuel P. MorriU, Lewis- , said it would."
"WiU we get any snow in April?"
ton's weather prophet.
Sam was asked. "Yes, I think so," he
"The temperature and precipitation i
replied. "Were going to get a late
will be about normal to above normal,
I spring this year, you see if we don't,"
With the first half the warmest he concluded.
part of the month," Sam says. "There ' Mr. Morrill passed Jiis 78th birth
j will be three storm periods, the first day March 20, and for a man almost
| from the third to the ninth; the sec- I four score years, his physical condi
I ond and worst, if there is any differ- tion is remarkable. He is about his
business every day and in all kinds
! ence, from the 15th to 21st; and the
of weather He began the study of
third from the 25th to the end of the weather conditions nearly 50 years
month. The month will come in ago. but it has been only for the last
1 stormy and come out fair and cool.” 20 years or so that he has made pre
' The earthquake period in April will dictions. "It's the planets,” he said,
be from the 20th to the 27th, Mr. “that control our weather and
the earthquakes, and they've been
Morrill thinks, although the tremors
acting badly lately. If you can re
will not be as severe as those in member the weather the last four
March ahd Will not be felt in the days of the first week of March, you
same section. “I hit it pretty near can depend on its being much the
this month," 6am mused, “for the same the four weeks of April.”

Thomaston voters marched to the
Town expenses. $1500.
I polls in goodly numbers yesterday
Sidewalk repairs. $1000.
and each political party was able to
Highways and bridges, $3000.
derive satisfaction from the vigor-; Breaking roads. $800
, cus contests for town officers.
Snow from sidewalks, $750.
It ls not alone what we do. but — I
••• also what we do not do. for which •••
Richard O. Elliot was the unaniState aid highway, $383.40.
we are accountable.—Mollere.
, mous choice for moderator, a posiPatrolled highways. $383.40.
1 tion which he fills with such excepHighway maintenance, $60.
j tional ability and impartiality.
Maintenance of third class roads,
The contest ibr town clerk re- $240.
i suited in an Impressive victory for
Lighting streets, $1500.
Support of poor, $3000.
Repairs and running expenses of
Community House. $917.26.
Mothers' aid. $580.
Fire department, $450.
The New Bedford Whalers won
New chassis for R H. Counce truck,
the championship of the American
$566.
! Rciier Hockey League, by defeating
Operating fire alarm. $15.
' the Portland Fliers in the decidin.;
Running expenses of fire equip
game. Portland saw some sensa
ment, $250.
tional games in the closing weeks of
Storing Are apparatus. $365.
i the season, and the fans again i
Hydrant rental, $400 .
Recognition of opportunity is frequently the di
demonstrated their love for the great
Calcium chloride, $700.
I
indoor
sport.
Here's
hoping
that
viding line between success and failure, wealth and
Town nurse. $900.
Rockland has it next winter, and il
Manager Rawley will doubtless hav? you feel the same way the writer does
NATIONAL CAPITOL I IN NEW CLUBHOUSE
Interest on town debt. $1756.25.
want, plenty and poverty.
I it well manicured. St. George folks about it just drop a word to Frank
Principal on town debt. $3OC0.
A Washington Letter, Con- Knox County Amateur Wire- are entitled to a great deal of credit Allen, manager of the Spanish Villa
Surety bonds, town officials. $150.
If you were convinced that you were to sustain an
I for having such a fine ball park—to rink, who would be the ideal iffan to
fined To Doings of the
less Association Will Meet
' aav nothing of a championship handle the situation.
accident which would result in permanent and total
Maine Delegation
There Tonight
1 baseball club. Which leads the sports
• • • •
There was much exi itement when the
disability, you would hasten to insure your time.
1 editor to wonder if it isn't about time
returns came in
At
a
recent
meeting
of
the
Knox
Del
Bissonette
made
his
first
ap

Maine's new Democratic representa
j Elmer is Jotting down some of his
pearance of the year, playing first base
tives—John G. Utterback of Bango- County Amateur Wireles Association ' chatty baseball items.
"Wa-al," as Al. Smith would say, that very thing is
I lor the Dodgers the last three innings Enoch M Clark, the Republican
• • • •
and Edward C. Moran, Jr., of Rock- i ft was voted to make an effort toward
going to happen to thousands and your chance of be
Don Brennan, the big Maine boy, I He made one hit and in fielding nominee, who received 394 votes, as
land slashed througn governmental the erection of a suitable clubhouse
seems
to have won a place on the showed no trace of the leg injury against Robert H. Libby. Democrat,
red tape last week to bring quick
ing one of them is just as good as any one of the
for the activites of the Association.
pitching staff of the New York which kept him out of the game last who had 150. Mr. Clark's vote was
action on the restoration to normal
the largest received by any candi
The value of co-operation, a para Yankees.
Year.
others.
of the State's banking situation.
• • • •
• • • •
date.
Visits at the White House, at the mount object of the Association, has
William T. Smith, the well known j
Frank DeRice , the well known
Stanley Gay. manager of the Rock
huge, gray Treasury building, and at proven its worth ln the clubhouse
This possibility should prompt intelligent and inde
sports promoter, of Portland, has high land High School baseball team an plumbing contractor, was elected
Uie Recons':uction Finance Corpora matter. The members have, in the
pendent individuals to immediate action.
tion have been preceded and followed short space of a week, been successful hopes of bringing the Jack Dempsey- nounces the season's schedule thus: selectman for three years. Mr.
Max Schmelling championship bout
May 3—Thomaston at Rockland.
Smith is a Republican and received
by telephone calls and telegrams tn
to Portland. But don't bank too much
May 6—Rockland at Newcastle.
285 votes, as against 273 cast for hls [
arid from officers of Maine banks in placing a building on a lot cen
Next Saturday, April 1 st, present liberal forms of
May 10—Rockland at Camden.
on
it.
Democratic opponent. Capt. Hollie I
trally
located
Just
off
Main
street
in
which have not yet been licensed.
May 13—Rockland at St George. Harrington.
The girls' basketball team of Wal
accident and health protection will be withdrawn
The arrival of Gov Erann brought the rear of the Masonic Temple. En
May 17—Lincoln at Rockland.
The closest contest of the day was
more conferences, in which Utterback trance is provided through the drive doboro High has just finished a sea
from sale and inferior coverage forms will be offered.
May 20—Vinalhaven at Rockland. over the office of assessor. Chester With a plumber as selectman Thom
son of 13 games, winning six, and los
and Moran participated. Even meals way between Masonic Temple and
May 24—St. George at Rockland.
ing seven. The schedule included
G. Overlock. Democrat, hod 274
aston should have no "leaks”
were simply an accompaniment to ’
Sheldon's drug store. Although alter games with Rockport. Boothbay Har
Do not neglect the present valuable opportunity to
May 27—Rockland at Thomaston. votes, and Donald P. Whitney, Re
discussions about the situation.
May 31—Rockland at Vinalhaven. publican, had 270.
bor Wiscasset, Lincoln Academy's
•
Public Library, $450.
The long hours of hard work, how ations are not complete it is suitable
secure a liberal policy.
second team, Richmond, Erskine
June 3—-Camden at Rockland.
for
the
holding
of
regular
meetings
Other
voting
resulted
thus:
Night policeman. $540
ever, gained results In that thc
Overseer of Poor—Dr. B. II. Kel
Cemetery improvements, $350.
harassed Treasury Department offi- ■ and will gradually be furnished and
This change will not affect present policyholders
ler, Democrat. 363; H. B. Shaw. Re
On West Meadow road. $1000
t-lals turned promptly to the Maine decorated by the members.
The next reguiar meeting will be
publican. 175.
or those applying before April 1st.
Memorial Day. $50.
cases. Pending completion of re
School Committee — Edwin Ander
opening plans by banks awaiting held tonight at the clubhouse, and
Repairing Masters hose house,
licenses, the department reports lt members should note the change of
This delegate was in the act of ex son, Democrat, 272; Albert B. Elliot, $200.
Rockland. March 26
can take no further action. Now tha; night and place Every member is To James Connellan:—
plaining that this petition concerned Republican, 251,
Branch Brook bridge and road re
Harriet Williams and A. Mabel pairs, $250.
the peak has passed. Moran grins requested to take a small chair or
This is a tardy reply to your letter the question of lights and water only,
enthusiastically whenever he talks stool.
Ditch on Bcechwoods street, $250.
published in thc March 9 issue of The and that the fact that so many peo- Fernald were elected treasurer and
about his share in canylng out the ] At the last meeting constitution Courier-Gazette. You state that you ; pie had signed it meant a popular auditor, respectively. Both are Re
By way of conclusion our Thomas
work. He regards it as hls first big I and by-laws were promulgated and signed a petition "purported to re i ccognition of at least one form of un publicans, and were unopposed.
ton correspondent adds this com
adopted. These supersede former as quest that temporarily and merely necessary hardship among the people
The men who served as election of ment:
job for his district and the State.
sociation by-laws and provide for a during the time of the epidemic no who now find themselves destitute. ficials yesterday wore bows of black
• • • •
“The Thomaston town meeting of
Gov. Brann has a hard time get greater scope of activities. Trans water dr lights be shut off in thc This was the use to which the petition and white ribbon, while the women's 1933 has passed into history. It was
425 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 98
ting away from Washington. When mission programs between stations of homes of destitute people who were was being put. That this did nol garments were dotted black and a hilarious, nagging affair. The cut
he was there for the Inauguration, th-- the membership will be worked out ill with influenza ” In front of me j come out clearly In the meeting was white—a fitting tribute of respect to of $327 in the appropriation for
banking holiday was ordered and he and a relay network organized. This as I write this letter is the petition j due partly to the excitement and the memory of that genial gentle lighting the streets is unwise. Well
decided to leave for home the* next pjiase of the work will be in charge which you signed. I can assure you confusion and partly to the poor com man, Charles H. Lovejoy, who had lighted streets tend to safety and
day. A few hours before train time of an Activities Manager who will be that it has in no way been tampered mand of English of the delegate served so many years as election attract the favorable notice of trav
however, he was urged to remain for elected at the next meeting.
with. It says in part, "We support This delegate is well known in Rock cierk.
elers. A committee of three, A. J.
It ls expected that preparations the demand of the United Labor land as an honest and courageous
The town budget for the coming Elliot. Charles Woodcock and Ed
President Roosevelt's conference with
25 CENTS
40 CENTS
will
shortly
be
made
for
another
the governors.
Committee that the City Council take worker in whom the other workers year shows a total ot $45,155.61 ward Keating, was appointed to act
A similar change of plans arose dur broadcast program over WLBZ
immediate action that every family have every reason to have confidence which is $1,722.50 less than last year. with committees from Camden.
Notice to all members Next regular shall be provided with lights and
This petition was used to forward The principal"appropriations are:
ing his visit last week. He was ready,
Rockland and Rockport in seeking
the interests and to better the condi
FRIDAY, MARCH 31
to depart Tuesday evening when hc meeting will be held at new club water.”
Repairs on school buildings. $200.
lower rates on hydrants. It would
8.00 P. M.
learned he could obtain appointments | house in rear of Masonic Temple.
Support of schools. $12,450
Ma’ch 6 the Knox County Unem tions of those whom the crisis has hit
seem that $2900 for hydrants is too
Main
street.
Tuesday
evening.
March
DANCE AFTER THE SHOW
the next day with several officials of i
ployed Council presented a list of de the hardest. There is not and never
Lights, water and insurance for much for Thomaston. It is now up
KIRK’S MUSIC
mands, among which thcre was a has been any other intention on the school buildings, $898.76.
the Reconstruction Finance Corpora- I 28. 73's cul.
to the municipal officers to carry out
25 CENTS
40 CENTS
tion.
demand for free lights and water for part of those actively engaged in get
School committee, $75.
the will of the people as expressed
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
The governor wanted to discuss Wisconsin, but the committee decid the unemployed. One of the dele ting signatures to make any other use
Town officers, $2390.
in the meeting."
37-38
gates to the Unemployed Council from of the petition. We assume that this
with them methods of giving addi ed not to include the product.
The bill apparently will be subject the United Labor Committee pro was the motive of everyone who
tional aid to Maine farmers, so he de
ed
to many amendments in the duced the petition which you, among signed it.
Secretary of the
cided to stay over
Senate, but whether potatoes will b? many others, signed.
• • • •
Knox Co. Unemployed Council
Maine's House members voted alon.-; added, is problematical.
• • • ■
House Rejects Bill For Buying Short Lobsters In Canada
party lines on the Administration s-i
Representative
Beedy has complet
Farm Relief bill. Beedy opposed it. '
To Impound In Maine
We have confidence in our banking organizations,
Moran favored it, and Utterback, who ed a task that involved a mass of
but at the present time we all find it necessary to re
was at the Reconstruction Corpora- ! details, with much checking and re
Seniors — Carolyn McAllister,
Principal Blaisdell of Rockland
The House stood firm yesterday on monies, was unconstitutional and as
new insurance policies.
lion’s offices at the time, said he checking. He was a member of the High School this morning announced Walter Staples. Rose Whitmore, Alice
sub-committee that assigned the Re
its action of last week In refusing to the bill had no “saving clause" the
Until the financial conditions change, I invite you
would have voted for lt.
Gay,
Stanley
Gay,
Everett
Frohock,
the names of his pupils who have
pass a bill which would have permit entire act was unconstitutional.
When the measure came before the publican Representatives to the long been elected to the National Honor Mary Ginn and Mildred Sweeney.
to let me explain the advantages of our easy premium
list
of
House
committees.
'
House
Agriculture
committee,
of
The
requirements
are:
Scholar

ted Maine lobster dealers to purchase
payment system.
Foolish Americans!
They vote
The work might appear simple be Society. The list follows:
which he is a member, Utterback
Juniors—Charles Ellis, Ruth Don ship, leadership, service and charac “short" lobsters in Canada and im long-term bonds and then advocate
cause
of
the
small
number
of
Repub

sought to have potatoes Included in
dis, Nathalie Jones and Eleanor Tib ter. Pupils must rank in upper third pound them in Maine waters pending birth control—Atlanta Journal.
the list of basic commodities which licans in the House, but the opposite betts.
of class before being considered.
their sale out of the State.
Seniority, members'
INSURANCE
the measure would aid. He was held true.
preferences
and
geography
are
among
In spite of thc fact that the Senate YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Limerock Street,
Rockland, Me.
joined by Representative Boileau of
A THOMASTON DROWNING
MAINE CENTRAL FIGURES
the factors which must be considered
37-39
passed the bill after the House had
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
in the committee selections.
Joyce, 314 year old daughter of Mr rejected it, the House voted yesterday and listen to aome music at least once
Maine Central Railroad in Febru
• » • »
The loss of these tastes ls a
and Mrs. Walter Powers of Wads to "adhere” to its previous action alossweek.
my |
SPRUCE GUM
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Representative Utterback serves one ary had a deficit of $72,177 after fixed worth street, Thomaston, was drowned
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
The bill, therefore, dies between the
ii
THE JACKDAW
mailed anywhere In the United States of the largest districts in the coun charges, it is shown in figures made yesterday afternoon while playing on
t/
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
two houses.
There ls a bird who by hla coat.
try
—
from
a
geographical
standpoint..
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
public today.
the bank of the Oeorges River above
And by the hoarseness of hls note.
C. H. MOOR A CO., Druggists
A motion by Wentworth of Kenne
Only some of the thinly-populated
Might be supposed a crow;
The Allowing is an encouraging one, the bridge. She had gone out to play
A great frequenter of the church.
322 Main Street,
Rockland
Western states are carved into dis
bunk
that
the
House
recede
and
con

Where
blahop-llke he finds a perch.
with
an
older
sister,
who
returned
however, in that the figure compares
And dormitory too.
tricts that cover more square miles
cur with the Senate was voted down
home
without
her.
A
search
by
the
Above the steeple shines a plate
than the Third Maine District. Ut with a deficit of $65,601 ir February mother resulted ln the discovery of 79 to 40.
That turns and turns, to indicate
terback's district has another distinc 1932, despite the fact that revenues the child's hat floating on the water.
From what point blows the weather;
Wentworth and Ooudy of South
Look up—your brains begin to swim;
tion, it extends farther north than of the road in February 1932 were Coast guardsmen from Burnt Island
’
Tls
In the clouds; that pleases him;
Portland spoke for the bill, using
He chooses It the rather.
any other. It also has more varied greater by $188,704 than revenues in Station were called, together with
practically the same arguments they
scenery and interests than most, in February 1933. In the first two Patrolman Shaw of the State Police
Fond of the speculative height.
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
presented last week, when it first
Thither he wings hls airy flight.
cluding as It does seacoast to moun
and
Deputy
Sheriff
Ludwick.
The
And thence securely sees
months of 1933 the figures show that,
came
into
the
House.
Hill
of
South
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
The bustle and the raree-show
tainous land.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
That occupy mankind below.
with revenues $371,388 less than in the body had not been recovered this Portland speaking "in defense of the
8ecure and at hls ease.
comparable period of last year, effi morning, and search will be con Maine fishermen" told the House that
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
You
think, no doubt, he sits and
ciencies of maiiagement have result tinued. Several drownings have oc lobstermen along the Maine coast
Coaches Arrive ln Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
muses
CONFETTI PARTY
curred
in
that
section
of
the
river,
On
future
broken bones and bruises.
ed in a deficit $65,556 less than that
would be ruined if the bill passed.
If
he
should chance to fall
TONIGHT
reported for January and February where a sjvift current runs.
Smith of Vinalhaven termed the
No; not a single thought like that
Employs hls philosophic pate
LATER: The body had not been measure "unpatriotic.”
of 1932.
Fare to Boston: One way $3.00. Round trip $9.00
Or troubles lt at all.
located when this paper went to press
• • • •
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
He sees that this great roundabout.
Sir Walter Raleigh, with a flourish,
Thc re-drafted Kitchen-Friend The world, with all Its motley rout.
Church army, physic, law.
spreads his new cloak over the mudHighway bill was passed to be enact
Its customs, and Its businesses.
puddle. Newsreel cameras click, and
Are
no concern at all of hls.
ed in both branches of the Legisla
BALLOONS
HORNS
And says—what says he?—,,Caw.”
Tickets May Be Purchased At
a man in the crowd faints.
ture
yesterday
and
shortly
thereafter
Teacher of Piano
CONFETTI
NOVELTIES
happy bird! I too have seen
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
“It's bis tailor," whispers the Jealous
was signed by the Governor. The Thrice
Much of the vanities of men.
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
And.
sick of having seen ’em.
Essex to Queen Elizabeth. “Wait
bill
was
redrawn
after
the
Maine
Law
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
GRACEFUL SKATING CONTEST
TEL. 639-W
Would cheerfully these limbs resign
5tf
hasn't paid for that cloak.”—Louis
Court advised the Senate that one For such a pair of wings as thine.
124*lt
THURSDAY NIGHT
And such a head between ’em.
37*lt
ville Courier-Journal.
section, relating io the use of bond
ME'gjl’nEiaiBi..5
—William Cowper,

Opportunity
Is Knocking

Knox County baseball fans will b?
in'.'.reited to know that the woods
back of left field on the St. George
ground have been cleared away, so
that now when “Simmy" et als hoist
ths ball out of thc lot it will be
found the same day. The field did
no'- look much like a baseball ground
Bunday, covered with mud and pools
of water, but when the season opens

Academy, and Union. The team lias
shown progress during the season,
and, with the loss of only one of this
year's players by graduation this
June, tt should make a creditable
showing next year. Nine girls won
their W this year. The boys’ team
has finished a season of 18 games,
winning 12 and losing six. The team
lcses bv graduation three outstanding
I players in Capt. Leavitt, E. Achorn
j end Heald. However, there are manv
j promising players to buJd a team
' from next year.
....

OPEN LETTER TO CONNELLAN

E. C. MORAN COMPANY
Incorporated

R. H. S.

MINSTRELS

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

To My Insurance Buying Friends

NATIONAL HONOR STUDENTS

JOHN A. BLACK CO.

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

Mabel H. Holbrook
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"FINE PLACE TO LIVE"

THOSE GRAND ARMY FAIRS

HAMLIN'S "STABLE"

Every-Other-Day

WARREN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

So Says W. J. Hatton, Now
..................
Oliver Undertakes Manage Josef Vinal and Vernon Packard,
second year students at University
Por He shall give His angels charge
Recovered From Earth- Here Is a Review Of the One Held In 1897 As Told In
ment of Five Boys Handy of Maine, are at home for ten days' I
over thee, to keep thee in all thy
quake Fright
Columns Of “The Fair Child”
recess.
With Their Dukes
ways.—Psalm 91:11.

Mr and Mrs. Sidney Copeland, who i
Los Angeles, March 20.
The energetic Oliver Hamlin is have been at Rockland for the winter
The W.C.T.U. met Friday. Mrs. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
• From "The Fair Child'' published pense of that organization and their
starring these days m a new role- months, returned home Thursday.
Mary Perry Rich, director of the deI am writing this letter that my by Edwin Libby Post for their three relief work.
manager of pugilists.
White Oak Grange at North War- t
partment of Christian Citizenship., mends in the East may know how we days fair, Sept. 21, 22, 23, 1897. Far"Since Edwin Libby Post was or
In his “stable" arc a number of ren Is having a month's recess on ac
gave a brief talk on newspaper items [ar<,d during the recent earthquake in well Opera House):
ganized they have paid out for
she had noted here and there, espe- southern California.
The Official Program
charity about $4800. besides indi young boxers who have helped make count ol the hard traveling.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Peabody are
cially the widespread replies that were
began March 10 at 5 54 p. m
Tuesday: Opening night — Doors vidual contributions to quite an history in Maine’s “squared circle,"
being made to the statement of Mrs. Wj(,hout warning. There is no truth swing wide to our friends, the public. amount. This has been fairly easy and just lately he has signed up a receiving congratulations on the birth
Franklin D Roosevelt in her radio in the rumor that wc had been warned at 5 p. m. Supper. Addresses by in the past. But now their members !
„„„„ ol Tony Sacco, ii of a son at Knox Hospital Friday 1
.
newcomer by tne name
Mrs. Susie Philbrook is keeptalk of Dee. 9, 1932. to the effect tha. _it struck the whole area. 1 was ‘ Gov. Llewellyn Powers, Department are getting old. without the ambition I
,
night. ----------------------------------,
"Uie average girl of today, between ! sitting in the kitchen and my wife Commander Leroy T. Carleton. Hon. or the ability to work for the public whc came heW a tcw <tayS ago from in? house for Mrs. Peabody in her
the ages of 14 to 25 faces the problem
standing by the sink. Suddenly Nelson Dingley, Hon. Charles A as in years past. When we consider Holyoke. Mass. At 140 pounds he absence.
of learning how much of whiskey J the house began to dance and my wife Boutelle, and other eminent speak- that the war closed 32 years ago wc 1 fights tn tlie class of junior welterMembers of Crescent Tempie, Pythand gin she can carry ar.d sticking to caded; c<jme help me! Come help ers: music by Ingraham Hill Band,
can plainly see that the youngest weights and he has nearly always' ian Sisters, learned with deep regret |
the proper quantity.” Among the re me! I started to walk toward her
on yle i0Ilg cluj 0[ his 40 or i of the death of Mrs. Hannah WhiteWednesday: Dinner served in the who participated to any extent must
plies was a letter from Kent’s Hill but my legs shook and trembled so Grand Army building by the women now be past 50 years of age and the m0IC
Hls !agt
was
more, grand chief, which occurred last
Seminary signed by 40 girls of that that I could not make any headway. of the First BapUst, Free WiU Bap average about 60 years.
; week at Camden, and extend sympa- I
Institution. Mrs. Nellie McKay, pro
"They purchased the abote named Harry Scot', of Bangor and he won
the njece Mrs. Harry D. ThurThe house we live in is two-story tist and Congregational Societies.
gram leader, presented a dramatiza and has: two tall chimney’s running
property
for
a
public
purpose
and
as
the
decision.
So
good
arc
hls
recomlow
in
her bereavement. Mrs. WhiteAfternoon at 2.30 there will be a de
tion of the “72d Congress Hearing on from the outside walls with about
lightful musical entertainment with they have never asked the citizens mendations. and sc well does Mana- more had visited the Warren lodge
Liquor." taking the part of Speaker ten feet of unsupported tops. I ex- the following program:
to erect a monument, they now ask 8er Hamlin think of him. that it is; several times the past few years,
Rainey. Other members taking part
they would fall on our roofs song—Across the Dee. Miss Sarah m Hail them to assist in securing to them ve,>' doubtful if he :s long idle. In j
social sponsored by the young
were Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, represent- and break through but thev didn’t Vlolln—A Minuet. Miss Martha c. Snow this lot of land so that some day 1
Chick Hayes is already in thc peOpie of the Baptist Church post, ,, tt U
sr—
i
Q oreax tnrougn. out tney man i gong-Oarden of Sleep. Miss Agnes Shaw
mg Mr. Huber, Mrs. Jeanette Dun- I _________
crack ____________
It seemed asthough
thoughL—
the. Song- —I Don't Care ft He Never comes there will be erected a memona; 'market for him, to be used on a Port- poned from March 17, was held at the
Miss Elsie Royer
ton. Mr. Wall; Mrs. Frances Hall, j talcing would never stop, and from piano solo.
Miss Mabel Lamb building which shall show the future !and program.
Montgomery rooms last Friday eve
Song
—
Creole
Love
Song,
Ogden Mills; Mrs Lottie Gregory, inside the house it appeared that the
Miss Faith Oreenhalgh generations that Rockland citizens, Hamlin also sees good stuff in Wal- ning. with 25 tn attendance.
Rufus S. Lusk; Gene Atherton, Sena whole city must be in ruins.
Euta skinner who has been at
In the evening "Nan. the Mas- remembered the men and boys who |tcr Reynolds, a 128-pcund boy. 17 !
tor Bingham; Mrs. Amelia Johnson,
When the first shock was over we cotte," an attractive four-act comedy, filled her quota, when the call came |>tars of Age- wbo knocked 0111 Free- her home here during the rabies epi- I
Prof. Henderson; Mrs. Clara Emery. went out to see what had happened,
to maintain the government. To man at the last Legion smoker, and demjC at Waterville, returned Sunday
Senator Hatfield; Miss Bertha Or and found that no damage had been written by Gilbert Patten of Cam continue their work and secure this ** re®dy -or Lhe hext comer.
and resumed her teaching duties at
den.
will
be
presented
by
the
Camden
beton, Senator Buckley; Mrs. Alice done in this vicinity. We went back,
Also on Hamlin's "string" are Dow. the Junior High there Monday.
property, they call upon the citizens
Comedy
Company.
This
play
Is
new
Kittredge, Dr. Arthur Bevan; Miss turned on the radio, and soon found
Hooper and Wilson, three local boys
There was a chimney fire at H. N
and has proved a great success. Mr. to assist in the good work.”
Florence Hastings. Dr, W alter Miles, | out that
Beach was the center
who have never failed to give a good Hilton's Saturday. No damage was
Patten
has
written
several
dramas
Mrs. Hope Brewster, Mrs. Ella Boole. Qf the shock
done.
In an article reviewing the Post, it account of themselves.
and without doubt "Nan. the MasThere
were
many
tremhlors
after
Mrs. Rodney McIntyre is at West
gallant
eotte" is tuo
his best
production. New tells of Edwin Libby, the _
For the April 7 Educational Club
, wvw
ucov pivuuvuuu.
WITH THE BOWLERS
Rockport caring for her daughter
discussion: "Is our industrial sys- t!le ftrst hea'y one>in fac: they have and catchy songs, dances, etc., will be ) Rockland man for whom the Post
unchristian? not aU ccased ^et'but not much dam' introduced during the performance , was named Col. Walker of hls regiMrs. John Greenrose and infant son.!
tem
fundamentally
The Knox County Bowling League
„
i age after the first heavy one. I went by members of the company. The! ment thus describes the ctrcumMrs. Annie Spear returned home
Would wage mcrease improve con- ,
.
,
,
...
over the stricken area a few days ago. cast includes Hon. Reuel Robinson, stances of this death in the Wilder- schedule for this week is:
Saturday
from Biddeford where she
ditions for workers, as it is denied :
........
..
_ . ,
Tuesday—Burpee vs. South Thom,
,
.
i and it is hard to describe. East Long A. P. Beverage. Gilbert Patten., ness:
had spent the winter months with
that
they
know
how
to
spend
money?
I aston.
moi.
, Beach was Qjg worst piace j found.
Walter Mansfield. Charles Swan.
•’Has anybody a right to luxuries un
While the fight was raging Wednesday—Augusta vs. Rockland her daughter Mrs. John Smith Fogg 1
with one. two and three-story build Robert Bean. R. H. Crockett. Miss fiercest. I dismounted and appioach- Qlrls
Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey was a recent
til all people have been provided
ings in heaps of ruins. Block after
guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mun
ing
my
true,
tried
and
faithful
friend,
j
Friday
—
Wholesalers
vs.
Eagles.
Anne Kittredge. Miss AUce Wetherw’ith necessities?"
Members are
block, with fire walls thrown and plate
sey at Rockland.
bee. Miss Sarah Olover and Miss Capt. Edwin Libby, with whom I:
• • • •
urged to qualify as Key Women by I
glass broken. But strange to say none
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gordon were
Jeanette Fitzsimmons.
always felt safe to consult in times
The Three Crows are stiU crowing,
securing ten new members now.
of the large concrete buildings was
weekend
guests of Mr. Gordon's sister
Thursday:
Dinner
wiU
be
served
in
of
imminent
peril.
I
asked
him
wha:
and
with
good
caws.
Friday
nigh*
Miss Helen Pietroski is director of i injured to any extent, neither the
music for that evening, assisted by j wooden structures. Most of the dam the Grand Army building by the he thought of the situation. He re they won another game from Walls' Mrs. Ellis White at North Augusta.
Miss Jane Wilson. The Conversa age was done to buildings built of Methodist. Universalist and Episco plied: Tt is tough, but we must hold Wonders, this time by a 40-ptn mar They also called on another sister
Mrs. Herbert Hayes at Chelsea.
zione wiU concern itself with pressing brick. AU the schoolhouses were pal Societies. Afternoon at 2.30 a them'. In one minute from that gin. Snow had high total, nosing out
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and
club issues. During the prolonged j more or less damaged and all schools second delightful musical entertain time he fell. mortaUy wounded, and Cummings by two points Mason had
Mrs. Percy Moore in the death of
ment will be presented. Program:
was taken to the rear and watched high string (107). The summary:
illness of Mrs. George Horton. Miss closed fQr a wMk
are
Dreams,
over by his devoted first sergeant. Three Crows—Horrocks. 526; Cum- their youngest child, Vesper, aged
Mabel Harding serves as assistant ning to open now, but many of the Song—Sweet Autumn
Miss Jennie Ingraham
eight months, which occurred Sun
Plano
—
Hunter
’
s
Horn.
James McLaughlin, who that night mirgs, 547; Mason. 531; total, 1604.
secretary. The club's memory les buddings are condemned as unsafe.
Wall's Wonders-Jordan. 512; Snow- day. He had been very ill since Tues
son consists of “In Flanders Fields" The school board will have to find Song—Protestation. Miss Caro Billings raw the captain breathe his last and
day of last week. He leaves two
Violin ohlleato. Miss Flossie Jones
xhfi had thp remains ralaepri in 549; WaU, 503; total, 1564.
and names of the ten new cabinet some place temporarily.
Banjo—Darkies' Patrol, Miss Lucy Peck wn0 naQ lne remalns P‘acea in
sisters, Charlotte and Betty, and one
Reading, with music—Home Sweet Home earth.”
members with the post each is occu
Los Angeles did not suffer muchMiss Lorea Adams
Augusta defeated Rockland 2466 to brother Harold, besides his parents.
• • • •
Haydn Quartet assisting
pying.
only a few cracks and broken glass,
G. D. Gould observed his 79th
2314 in their last match
The
commander
of
Edwin
Libby
Evening, grand levee and dance;
and today everything is moving as
birthday
anniversary Sunday when
More than 200 partook of the
usual. One would hardly know that music by Meservey's Quintet. A* Post in 1897 was Gen. J. P CiUey.
High scores at the Star alleys last Mrs Oould entertained at a family
Eastern Star supper Friday night. it ever happened.
midnight the final announcement of
week: Elmer Trask 141, "Caleb" Cobb dinner party. Guests present includ
Mrs. Winifred Karl and Mrs. Alice
New names in the ads: Mervyn Ap
The cities which suffered the most ^e ballot for the Harvard piano and
141. Austin Brewer 127.
ed Capt. and Mrs. Henry Lurvey of
Rice, attorney and counsellor: 1
Karl were in charge. There was also were Long Beach. Compton. Hunting- bicycle will take place.
Rockland. Charles A. Webb of War
a large attendance at the meeting. ton Beach, Santa Ana and HuntingSleeper Bros., plumbing; Fuller &
PARK THEATRE
ren, Mr and Mrs. A. B Stevenson
J. E. Stevens presented a thought ton Park. Many of the small towns
In an article termed "Objects of Cobb, department store; E. H. Rftse.'
ful talk on the meaning of the also w’ere hit hard. This is the first the Fair." this is gleaned:
tailor; Alfred S Black, insurance; | Irene Dunne. Charles Bickford and and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomas of
Camden.
Order of the Eastern Star. Mrs. earthquake I was ever in. and the
“In the spring of 1891 Edwin Libby A. W. Taylor, dentist; Cochran, j Gwili Andre give a new verve to the I
Evelyn White sang two selections in sensation of feeling terra firma mov Post purchased the Lovejoy property Baker & Cross, insurance; Fernald it eternal triangle with the vitality and i Charles Blackington of Rockland
a charming manner. There were ing from under your feet is one I wiU on Limerock and School streets, as Blethen. boots and shoes; A. J. realism of their performances In "No was a caller Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur C. Peabody.
visitors from Forget-me-not Chapter not forget very soon.
a site for a memorial building. It Erskine, fire and accident insurance; Other Woman." coming Wednesday
Mr and Mrs. Harry Gordon were
of South Thomaston and Orace
Rose, clothiers; Howard and Thursday.
The weather here now is warm and put in all its available funds with the Mayo
hosts Friday at a chicken supper,
Chapter of Thomaston. A collection sunny and the fruit trees are in bios- exception of enough to properly care FCigar Co.; C M Blake, wall papers:
Anna, played by Irene Dunne, lives
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. Har
was taken among the members for a som. A fine place to live. Perhaps for charity calls,
W R Kittredge, pharmacy; Wm. H. in a steel town and hates the furnaces
old Drewett, Beverly Cogan and Paul
dinner for the Boys and Girls Service j the earthquakes are no worse than
“In 1893 the Post offered to give I Fcgler, attorney-at-law;
W. C. belching soot, sparks and fumes over
Oliver.
Club on Wednesday. April 5, and Mrs cyciones and heavy winds with light- this lot to the Rockland Public Ll- Pooler, druggist; Mrs. E. F. Crockett; everything, even over her soul. Jim
Callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs Ed
Maud Blodgett. Mrs. Carolyn Stew- nlng that the
has to contend brary if they would erect thereon a W. O. Hewett Co.. Thorndike ic Stanley, on the other haad. loves to
win Nash were Mr. and Mrs. W C.
art and Mrs. Thelma Stevens ap with.
toil
and
sweat
before
those
great
memorial building, giving the Post Harding, groceries; 8imonton Dry
W. J. Hatton.
Flint of Waldoboro.
pointed as a committee to assist Mrs. | 2822 N. Griffin Avenue
the use of a hall therein during their Goods Co.; Morse & Davies, pho- fires, making steel—work for a strong
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett who has
man. And he is a man and strong!
Jennie Allen Wilson.
existence as a Post, which would bc 1 tographers.
been caring for Mrs. Mildred Berry
Bickford portrays Jim.
FRIGIDAIRE'S PRIDE
only a comparatively few years.'
-----------------and infant daughter, returned to her
The annual session of the Bates j
Ow ing to the hard times, friends of j “I'm planning to travel on one of
Jim wins and weds Anna. While
home Monday.
College Summer School will be held New Models Present Radical Improve the library were unable to raise suf- ; those stabilized steamships."
Jim makes steel, she runs a boarding
Friends are glad to learn that Sher
July 5 to Aug. 11, it has oeen an
ments In Style and Performance— ficient funds to erect the building.1 “It will cost you more.”
house. When Joe, whom Jini has al
wood
Sidelinger, who is stationed on
nounced. Special courses will be
Still Lower in Price
and the offer was not accepted.
"Maybe, but expenses aren't what ways scorned because he “pushed a
the USS. Louisville at San Pedro.
conducted in 19 different fields. Prof.
"In 1895 the building on this lot I have to keep down on my sea trips.” pen" in an office, finally perfects a Calif., has advanced from seaman,
The new Frigidaire that uses no
new dye formula and process, they all
Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin Col
’ being much out of repair and not —Boston Transcript
second class, to third class radio man
lege. who has been a Rockland SDeak- more current than onc ordinary elec 1 rentable without a large outlay, they
become rich through using the money
after taking examinations in Febru
er on many occasions, is reluming tric light bulb will be placed on dis concluded to remodel it into a hall
It seems that we must have a spe-I Anna's thrift has saved to start a ary with 22 men from seven other
play
in
the
showrooms
of
A.
C.
Mc
for his 14th session as head of the
for their own accommodation. This cial session in the middle of April, company for making and marketing ships. The examinations were given
Loon it Co., local dealer, Friday
department of English.
makes them a good home, but they However, G. Bernard Shaw will be it. Jim and Anna ftnd themselves in on the USS Chicago, for the radio
.morning, it was announced today.
world. Jim loses his sense of
find themselves in debt $2100 which along about that time, and so we will a. new
,
_ ...
. .
w | division. On the morning of March
"In addition to being unnaturally
The Knickerbockers were pleasant
Putting over a business be- „
. . ...
,
®
not notice it so much —The New values.
is
quite
a
burden
on
which
to
pav
„
..
,,
. .
7, much to his surprise, when on duty
ly surprised Sunday by a large visit low in operating costs, this new house
comes as thrilling as making steel— . ..
H
.
interest,
outside
of
the
regular
ex-I
Yorker.
...
_
__
„
,,
,
in
the
radio
room
of
hls
ship, news
ing delegation from Union. These hold refrigerator sets other standards
trips from Pittsburgh to New York I , . ,
_
.
. ,
. , , of his passing came to him. He was
informal discussions of economic of economy," John H. McLoon said
on business take on a new and spicy ..
„
.
.
j
the
youngest
man
in
years
of
service
problems, as illustrated by pending “It is the lowest priced Frigidaire ever
flavor when he meets Margot, plaved , ,
“ . ,
ez-rfit
A
—
)..
j
of
an
y
who
took
the
test.
Besides
on
built,
selling
here
for
$96.
plus
freight,
legislation, prove of unfailing in
by Gwili Andre —adv.
I .
\
t
the actual tests, the rank is based on
terest. Men of various churches or with federal tax and installation cost
other things, as desire to make good,
of no church attend and all are included in the purchase price.
GRANGERS TO MEET
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY—THAN EVER
and effort. Mr. Sidelinger had taken
“It is an open secret that many of
equally welcome.
Knox Pomona Session Next Saturday a course voluntarily at a sound school
the so-called low-priced electric re
—in the New Leonard Electric
Will Be Hcld With Warren Grange ! during the month of February at San
A group of Washington physicians frigerators that mushroomed into
-——
! Diego, Calif. At the time of the
has been observing a man who has existence last year have not been
EVERY FEATURE iirted below will
Knox Pomona Grange meets with earthquake the ship he was on was
been laughing steadily for twenty- economical from an operating stand
contribute directly to your convenience
Warren Grange Saturday, the fore proceeding at full speed ahead, when
five years, although Congress has point. It is a real pleasure to exhibit
and comfort, and to your enjoyment
noon session being to conduct the suddenly there was a violent rocking,
of electric refrigeration. Several of them
been out of session at frequent inter a model that is to be sold at such a
usual business and resolutions. The and the screws apparently turned ln
are
exclusive
with
Leonard,
and
no
vals during that time.—Boston Her low price and which provides extra
other electric refrigerator has them ail.
host Grange serves dinner at the reverse
ald.
ordinary low operating cost by use of
usual hour. In the afternoon the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor of
See the exclusive LEN-A-DOR—the self
a motor half the size of any ever used
patrons will hear two very able ! south Hope visited Mrs. Evelyn Vin
opening door which women call the
before,
yet
providing
adequate
re

MICKIE SAYS—
handiest thing in the home .,. Chill mu
speakers—J. W. Brown of Woolwich, lng Sunday
frigeration capacity.
tter, with 8 freezing speeds and the new
on “Old Age Pensions," and Rev. W.
Mr. and Mrs Bert Maxey of Rock
"This new Frigidaire is the product
Steady-Kold Defroster (refrige.ates
S
Rounds of Rockland on "A Nation land called Friday on Miss Mabel
*TH* GOODU/IU. OF *TH*
while it defrosts) . , . Glass Defrosting
of a long established, reputable com
PUBLIC IS TW' BEST ASSET OF
At the Cross Roads." Brother S. E. Crawford.
Pan . , . Automatic Electric Light . .,
pany which has been a consistent
AWV BUSINESS, ARID WHAT
Norwood of Warren Grange will give
Table Top . . . Broom -Room Lega . . .
builder of quality refrigerators for D
BETTER WAV IS TWERE TO
Vegetable Crisper . . . Sliding Lower
the patrons an address of welcome
WASHINGTON
STAUD IU WELL WITW TWE
years and now has almost two and
Shelf with Sliding Dairy Basket . . .Alland the response will be by Brother
BUVIUG PUBLIC TWAU A
one-half million units in use, a mil
Porcelain Cooling Unit . . . Sanitrays
REGULAR ad iu our
Raymond Ludwig, master of Knox
Linwood Mitchell spent Monday and
and Rubber Ice Tray .., Vegetable Bin.
lion morc than any other make.’—adv.
COLUMNS^
Pomona.
J Tuesday of last week with his mother
These are some of many extra conven
Mrs. Robbins of East Union has an Mrs Mary Mitchell,
WITH THE Lin-A-Dor
Kashmir
iences provided in the beautiful new
original paper; also Mrs. Everett! Ruth Linscott is confined to her
OUR UlA TOUCH or THE TO( AND
Leonard standard models. See them
Thc lovely vale of the lower Himal
Hobbs of Hope. The question to be j home with a sore throat,
before you buy any electric refrigerator.
WANT^pS
THI DOOR 8WINOS ORIN
ayas . . . Deodar-clad slopes from the
discussed is: "Should our rural mai' I Thf many friends of Mr. and Mrs
PAY M0R£
road that twists and turns . . . Snowy
service be curtailed?"
Roy Light are extending sympathy
-rpAM
l>eaks. icy streams . . . Dark bungalows
NEW PRICES START AT $
Sister Ellen Ludwig of Hope will;in the Ioss 0{ their infant son.
e
for rest from the sun . . . Mud roofs
have a recitation. The host Grange! Miss Frances Howes is visiting at
Installation and Tax Paid
abloom with irts . . . Peasants kneewill furnish musical selections. Vari- j the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sebra
deep in the paddy fields . . . Streets of
ous Patrons are to tell lessons they i Crooker in Damariscotta,
bazaars in the ancient capital of
have learned from “Depression.”
| Nothing but a town meeting could
Srinagar . . . Seven curious old
Addie Norwood the chaplain of ever hope to get together such a
bridges over the river Jhelum . . ■ '
Knox Pomona will give a “Closing crowd as was gathered at the town
Rockland, Me.
492 Main Street,
Tel. 260-W
1 Stairways to the river's edge animated '
house March 20. Officers elected in
Thought.”
35-38
with costume and costumeless natives
J addition to those reported in a previ
• ■ • Women filling water jars, chil-,
A scientist has Just discovered that ous issue are: Sexton, Archie Me
j dren playing, goats ar.d cows ramb
plants grow better if the day is pro Mullen; road commissioners, south
ling amid all. . Punjabi girls dancing i
longed with artificial light. Further end, Earl Grinnell; north end, Arno
investigations prove that the plant Bartlett. The wage scale voted was:
in the Mogul's pleasure gardens . . .
E L E C T R I
REFRIGERATOR
which profits most from this treat Men, $225; teams, $2.25; trucks. $8;
Skies of incredible blue . . . The vale
LU 7-1,1
of Kashmir 80 miles long . . . Sahib,
ment is the electric-light plant.— municipal officers and road commis
Punch (London).
want to go?
sioners, $2.50,

it

More Extra FEATURES

98

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC

LEONARD

Do You Know
You Can Save $24 to $45 on a New
Genuine, Heavily Constructed and Guaranteed

Westinghouse
Available With Special Deal of Year’s Supply of
Rinso (40 pkgs.) With Each Purchase

Regularly priced at

$6950
Special Price Now

$ 1/V50

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Same Washer with Automatic Pump,
Regularly priced at $79.50
Special Price Now—
Washer quality and washer
econonn! Get them hoth in
this brand new Westinghouse model that is so
thriftily priced. Everything
you want in a washer! Effi
cient aluminum agitator ...

w°

powerful, long-life motor ...
sturdy balloon roll wringer
. . . porcelain enamel tub,
inside and out. All this at a
price lower than was ever
before offered on a W’cstinghouse Washer.

New Westinghouse
Spinner Dryer
Regularly
Priced at

$1295°
Special Price
Now

$985#
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Washes and Dries Them To Perfection
Same Spinner Washer with
(P I AQCH
Pump.
Regularly priced at
«P I 1 ITv*”
$139.50. Special Price Now—

Small Down Payments or Easy Terms
Above Prices For Limited Time Only.
Ask For a Demonstration Today

C. A. LAWRENCE CO.,INCWESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 260-W
37-39

YOU CAN BUY
THIS STANDARD

FULL Size, FULL Power

KELVINATOR

Come in
and
see it
To-day
(K 171M

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS
KNOX—LINCOLN—WALDO COUNTIES

492 Main Street,

Tel. 260-W

Rockland, Me.
35-38

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 28, 1933

The annual meeting qf the Com
munity Chest was held last night, and
resulted In the re-election of the old
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
board
of officers. A detailed report,
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at
Orono.
Including plans for the drive, will ap
March 28—Oarden Club meets with
pear in Thursday's issue.
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Talbot avenue

TALK OF THE TOWN

March 29—"Friend of the Family,”
staged at the Congregational vestry.
March 30—American Legion smoker.
March 30—Recital by Alexander Ka
minsky. violinist, at First Baptist
Church.
March 31—Rockland High School min
strel show.
March 31 — Vinalhaven — Senior class
cabaret.
April 1—Knox Pomona Cfrange meets
with Warren Grange.
April 6—Friendship—American Legion
get-together, auspices Wllllams-Brasler
Post.
April 7—(3 to 9.30) Woman’s Educa
tional Club meeting at O. A R. hall.
April 9—Palm Sunday
April 16—Easter Sunday.
Aprtl 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented fnr bn-mtal hen"dt 1
April 21—(3 to 930) Regular meeting
of Woman's Educational Ciub at u.A.u.
hall.
April 22—State contest of harmonica
bands at Portland
April 27—Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W.,
has housewarming ln new hall.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
its world convention In Boston.
WEATHER

An especially attractive window
display is to be seen at D. L. Mc
Carty's Northend drug store. An old
time prescription book dating back to
1830, ancient motors and druggists
teals of other days share honors with
an interesting assortment of roots
and herbs. The accommodating pro
prietor is kept busy answering ques
tions as to this and that.

i____

Fred “Jeff" Mealey, the new Statechampion roller racer, settled beyond
question that he was faster than For
rest Hamilton cf Portland when hc
defeated the latter by one and onehalf Laps at the Spanish Villa rink
Saturday night. It was by far the
fastest race that Mealey has ever
skated, and there are many who are
anxious to see him defend his cham
pionship in the near future. Hamil
ton thanked the fans of Rockland for
the fine support they gave him during
the races and stated from the floor
that having lost the championship he
was glad to lose it in as fine a city as
Rockland.

No black marks for the weather
man since our last report. This
morning is as fine as any that comes
in March, 34 at 8 o’clock, and the
forecast Indicates fair for tomorrow,
though the wind is In the northeast.
Yesterday noon temperature was 44.
The weather enjoyed here over the
weekend gave no intimation of the
snow that was raging no farther
GLENCOVE
away than Cape Cod, sufficient to
break down electric wires and inter
Lester Sherer and Miss Lou!s(
rupt communication.
Sherer were overnight guests Satur
day of their sister Mrs. Herbert Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner of
dron. Lester returned to North Ha
Augusta spent Sunday with their
ven in his motor boat, and Louise
parents in Thomaston and this city.
to Rockville Sunday.
Miss Ella Mae Fuller is visiting her
Word was received here yesterday
grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Will T
that Oov. Brann had nominated
Henry H. Payson as probation officer Fuller in Rockland for a few days.
Miss Ada Hall and Bushrod Camp
for Knox County.
bell came from Boston Sunday to call
It is reported that passenger serv on her mother Mrs. Mary Hall, who
ice will be resumed on the Boston ls much better in health at this time
Dana Sherer of Rockville was at
and Bangor division April 16, with
Herbert
Waldron's Monoay.
three trips a week.
Oeorge St. Clair formerly of this
In adjoining towns much grass place was here from Belmont Monda>
ground is being burned over. Rcckland calling on friends,
Fred Quimby is sawing Herbert
property owners would do well to
Waldron's wood with his power saw.
emulate this example.
Master Charles Jewell was doing
Walter Oay. a popular Rockland stunts In a tree when something
student at Bates College has been went wrong and Charles' head came
elected to the Student Council and ln contact with the ground, cutting it.
Athletic Board. He is a sophomore. but Charles is up and going as usual
BORN
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs
—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
day night will have Mrs. Emma Hall, PEABODY
March 24. to Mr and Mrs. Leland
Peabody of Warren, a son.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Miss Etta
Blackington in charge of 6 o'clock
DIED
MOORE—At Warren. March 26. Vesper,
circle supper.

son of Mr and Mrs Percy Moore, aged
8 months. 13 days Funeral Wednes
day at 2 o’clock. Interment In Sterling
cemetery.
HALL—At Cushing. March 28, Effie M
wile of William A Hall, aged 57 years
8 months. 26 days Funeral Thursday
at 2 o’clock from Littlefield Memorial
Church. Rockland.
FEYLER—At Damariscotta. March 27,
James H Feyler of Thomaston, aged
74 years. 9 months. 9 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from Stanley
R Cushing's parlors. Thomaston.

President Roosevelt's recent radio
address, and some vivid scenes of
the California earthquake are fea
tured on the current news reel at the
local theatres.

Balloons, horns and other novel
ties will be distributed at the Span
ish Villa rink tonight — confetti
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
night. Ladies' graceful skating con
neighbors tor their acts of kindness and
test Thursday night.
expressions of sympathy during our re

cent bereavement; also Bowes and
Crozier and Dr Plumer for hls fslthful
services
Thc beautiful floral tributes
to our loved one were greatly appreci
ated.
Mrs Maynard Leach. Elizabeth Leach.
Mr and Mrs Harold Davis

Floyd Duncan, boatman for CoL
Charles A. Lindbergh, was in the
city from North Haven Saturday.
He has gained slowly, but steadily,
since his illness of last fall.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the many friends
and neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy during our recent bereave
ment; also for the beautiful floral offer
Ings.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Orcutt.

Joseph Leopold and son of New
York have been in this city and
Vir.albaven tor a few days. Mr.
CARD OF THANKS
Leopold has resumed work in his
I This ls to thank all our friends for
Vinalhaven quarry on a limited scale. ; their kindness during our recent be

The Rcckland Lions Club and Boys
and Girls Club of Tillson avenue will
have a joint session in the Under
croft of St. Peter’s Church Wednes
day. A chicken dinner will be served.

I reavement and for the floral tributes
I which were sent.
Liberate Paladino and family

Penobscot View Grange will cele
brate its 31st anniversary Thursday
night and will have Pleasant Valley
Grange as guests. All charter mem
bers are especially invited. Supper
at 6.30.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to express my sincere thanks
to Dr. Jameson and Dr. Frohock and
to all the nurses who so kindly attended
me at Knox Hospital, and to all those
who sent me cards and letters; and
especially to Mrs Effie Dyer. Mr and
Mrs. Alfred Fredette and Mrs. Florence
McConchte.
•
Mrs. Ella C. Hare

■\V»f“n/ote(oo\^
,'i\A "<ore fun fo lino*

Patricia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William P. Kelley, was badly scalded
about the face and neck the other 1
day when she upset a pan of boiling '
milk. The young lady is in her sec-,
ond year.

An “April Fuel Party" ls to be given
at Legion Hall Saturday evening
Cards will be in order, playing to be
gin at 7.30, and dancing on the third
floor will start at 9 o'clock. Music
by the FJitAf. trio. The committee
is composed of Mrs. Charles W. Mor
ton. Mrs. Gerald Margcson. Mrs. Don
ald Kelsey and Mrs. Herbert Waldron.
The party will be open to the public^
at a small admission fee.
Food sale Saturday Fuller-CobbDavls store, auspices Ladies of St.
Bernard's Church. Mildred Ryan
chairman—adv.

STUDENT MINSTRELS

INE

High School Putting On a
Big Two-Part Show Friday
Night

COMING SOON

ROSE RUSH SALE AT 25 CENTS—WAIT FOR IT

POWEltXb/APAHY

The big event of the week is the
RHS. minstrels show which takes
place Friday night at the high
106th CONSECUTIVE DIVIDEND
school auditorium. Miss Adelaide
The regular quarterly dividends on the pre
Cross is coaching the production, and
ferred stock of Central Maine Power Company
those who recall the success attained
were declared on March 24, 1933, as follows:
in a similar show of last year coached
by her know that a performance of
7% PREFERRED STOCK
the highest order is guaranteed.
regular quarterly dividend of $1.75 per hare
Part I will be an old-time min
6% PREFERRED STOCK
strel show, with songs and dances,
Just to prove to the doubters that smart sewing can bc done at
regular quarterly dividend of $1.50 per share
novelty numbers and snappy jokes.
horn? even by thc inexperienced, we are going to have a big sew
Part II will be a radio skit, the cast
PREFERRED STOCK $6 DIVIDEND SERIES
ing contest. The only stipulation is that you buy your materials
including both boys and' girls, and
regular quarterly dividend of $1.50 per share
from our piece goods department and that you use McCall Pat
dance novelties, etc.
fou tea tha supe
terns.
riority of McCall
The above dividends are payable on April 1,
The personnel of Part I will bo;
Pattern* evan b»1933, to stockholders of record March 10, 1933.
Rcbert Allen, Interlocutor; end men,
fora you open ono
up. For thjy hava
Howard Crockett, Frank Pietroski,
Harold D. Jennings, Treasurera full color enve
Wilbur Connon, Leon White, Maurice
Prizes of $2.53 ln cash will be awarded to winners in Women's
lope . .
large,
Shepherd and Tony Arcadi; front
Division for Best Children's Dresses, Ladies' Dresses and Under
compelling, h-lpfui
circle. Shirley Barbour, Herbert
an envelopo
wear . . . and the same prizes in Children's Division . . . total of
arc now living—Cacilda Cain. Jose
which show* you
ROCKPORT
Spear, Carl Spear, Bernard Cohen.
Six Prizes . . . age limit in Children's Division 18 years. This con
phine Collamore, Medora Berry. Alta
fabric*, colon,
Carl Philbrcok, Bernard Freeman.
test ls epen to all . . . garments will be placed on display May 15.
and
detail.
Brainerd Paul and family returned j Tibbetts, Annie Clark, Emma Torrey,
Sunday to Llmington after spending Maude Davis, Minnie Wellman. Only Frank Maloney and Elmer Newman;
We suggest the following materials:
the school vacation of one week with five treasurers have served during chorus, Victor Armata, Hervey Allen,
Walter
Barstow,
Russell
Bartlett,
.49
.10 & .15
Percales. 89 square,
Silk Crinkle Crepe,
-hat time, two of whom are still liv
relatives in town.
Burton Bickmore, Gerald Black.
.44
McCALL
Silk Flat Crepe,
Broadcloth, vat dyes .10 & 15
Herbert Wellman is seriously ill at! ing, Annie Small and Mrs Caln, the Vernard Crockett, Lawrence Crane, [
PRINTED
.69
Silk Printed Crepes,
Rayon Mesh,
.49
latter now serving for the 17tti year.
PATTERNS
his home on Spruce street.
1 1 LI\I1 J
Edwin
Edwards,
Jr.,
Charles
Ellis,
i
Skinner's Trouble-proof
Organdies,
.39 & .49
Thc
Corp
stood
in
silence
for
those
Mrs. Harold Spear of Malden, 1
Richard French, Everett Frohock. j
1.79
Crepe,
.25
Dotted Swiss,
Mass., arrived Saturday to care for , who have passed beyond and the William Glover. Stanley Gay, Donald
1.00
.45
Silk Canton Crepe,
Rayon Ruff Crepe,
president,
Emma
Torrey
gave
tribute
her parents, Mr. and Mrs, William A !
.49
Goss,
Frank
Harding.
Edward
Hellier,
Nobby
Nub,
Paul who are ill from an attack of j to them.
Other numbers were: Piano solo, Jr., John Karl, Ted Ladd, Neil Little,
grippe.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Charles and Frederick Merritt,
Aug. 2 has been set for the date ^nce Knight; reading. Josephine
Nicholas and Vincent Pellicane.
Collamore;
vocal
duet.
Mrs.
Caln
and
of the midsummer fair of the Baptist
tlon with his parents, Mr. and Mrs dist Church will be held Wednesday
Medora Berry; reading. Maude Davis, Stanley Quinn, Wilpas Sallinen,
CAMDEN
Ladies' Sewing Circle.
Walter Staples, Leander and Rich- j
Fessenden W. Miller, Jacobs avenue. with Mrs. Willis Handle, Harden
recitation,
Emma
Tcrrey;
vocal
solo,
Miss Edith Wall began her duties
The Good Cheer Class of the First
Mrs. J. B. Waterbury is spending o avenue.
ard Thomas.
Linthel
Lone;
readings,
Blanche
Monday moming as teacher of the
George Sices has returned to Bos
In Part II will be Margaret Halli Congregational Church will meet few days in Portland and Sanford
Steward.
Sarah
Prince;
solo,
Freda
third and fourth grades. East Side, m
Mrs. Frences Brcsnehan of Pitts tcn after a visit with his brother
day, Russell Bartlett. Bernardette Wednesday night at the parish house
Simmons;
Tribute
to
the
Flag.
Patri

place of Mrs. Clara Lane, resigned.
Snow, Helen Pietroski. Constance
Blanchard Greenlaw and family field, Mass., is in town, railed here by Mark Sides, Megunticook street.
Mrs. Nellie Staples and Infant otic Instructor Inez Grant; readings,
Snow. Charles Ellis, Frank Harding, have moved from the Carver rent on tlie critical illness of hcr sister. Mis;
Mollie
Lamer,
Louise
Melvin;
Flag
daughter Patricia Ann, returned
Atyna Dougherty.
What the average citizen wants
John Mazzeo, Marian Ginn, Rose Elm street to Lincolnville.
home Saturday from Community salute, unison singing. "America. ’
The annual meeting af the ladies' from Congress about now is more
Flanagan, Wilpas Sallinen. Mary
Miss Ruth Russell is home from
This
was
followed
by
a
tableau
whic
a
Hospital.
Ginn, Nathalie Jones, Ruth Gregory. Kent's Hill Seminary to spend the aid cf th: Monument Square Metho slash and less slush—Boston Herald.
Miss Ruth Priest is employed as was very effective. While the colorCharles Ray, Margaret Dunton, Vir Easter recess.
1“
bearers
were
at
the
altar
with
thc
ecretary to the school board with an
ginia Leach, Viola Anderson, Luella | Mrs. E. A. Robbins entertained the Y
Hags
stacked
the
Corps
member;
office at the High School building.
Snow, Ruth Dondis, Ruth Ward Monday Club this week at Under- !
The Johnson Society will serve an formed a circle and marched around
;!
Mary Stockbridge, Mary Gay, Flor I cliffe.
singing
"Blest
Be
the
Tie
That
Binds."
Barter supper Tuesday from 5 30 to
ence Dean, Sam Small. Cleo Hooper,
The
flags
were
then
furled
to
the
Tillson Thomas oi Bates College is
7 at the Methodist vestry.
I guest Of nis parents, Mr and Mrs. A.
Mrs. Belle McGregor who has been strains of the Star Spangled Banner. and Edward Gordon.
Frank Stewart of the faculty acting g Thomas.
quite ill the post three weeks is now Mrs. Florence Knight was accom
as
advisor, the business end of the
Theodore Beverage of Cinc.-nnati Ls |
panist
for
the
evening.
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
showing satisfactory progress toward
show is being well cared for by these j visiting relatives ln Camden.
,
ripple
or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
recovery.
committees: Tickets, Nathalie Jones.
The Masonic assembly will bc held
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
TENANT'S HARBOR
Several members of the Fred A.
and Vernard Crockett; advertising.; Thursday evening at Masonic hall.
paper must be exactly the same.
Norwood W.R.C. attended the funeral
William Harris of Martinsville is Charles Havener and Frederick Mer- [ Music will be furnished by Dean's
Printed in block or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
services of Mrs. Hannah Whitmore
ritt; electrician. Norman Stanley; ! orchestra.
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
In Camden, Monday afternoon. Mrs. critically ill.
Mrs. Virginia Ingraham will en
It is rumored that Clarence Thomp stage managers, Frederick Palmer.
envelopes to match $1.00 Student's size 5t4x8t&, 150 sheets and 100
Whitmore had been for many years
envelopes to match, $1.00
a valued member of the National son has rented his garage to Gulf Re Alden Johnston, Kenneth Dailey tertain thc Lend-A-Hand Club this
and Stanley Quinn; head usher, Tuesday evening at her home, 54
fining
Co.
of
Rockland.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
W. R. C.
MacAllister;
programs, Mountain street.
7Kxl0'4 and ICO envelopes 37hX7'/4 plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Harry Paterson, Albert Slingsby and Caroline
William Newbert of New York city
Alvin Jagcls of the University of
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
and Mr. and Mrs. Smith (Mildred ■ Alfred Hocking went on a fishing trip Walter Barstow; costumes. Miss Lu
cille Ooding of the faculty, advisor, Maine is guest cf his mother, Mrs.
Write name and address plainly, print If possible. Remit with
Newbert) of Trenton N. J., were in after trout Saturday.
En-ily Jageis, Elm street.
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
town Suritiay for a brief call on their
Mildred Slingsby and Mabel Wil Avis Lovejoy, Rose Whitmore, Vel
Lawrence Nash and Alton Keene
father, Jacob Newbert, who is slight son are working in the pants factory zora Look, AUce Gay, Mildred
Sweeney, Carclirt? MacAllister, Lu- arc home frcm Bridgton Academy for
ly improving.
in Rockland.
ciUe Rankin, Esther Nickerson and the Easter recess.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Eugene Ryan, who has been In town
Mrs. Fred Watts has returned nome
John Miller of the University cf
Vivian
Chaples.
on a short furlough from Sailors' from Knox Hospital.
The school band, H. E. Kirkpatrick, Maine is spending the Easter vacaSnug Harbor, returned Sunday.
It is reported that Dr. Leach will
director,
will furnish music before the
Mrs. Walter Tolman of Glencove move back to town. It is hoped that
rpent Monday with her sister, Mrs. the statement is true as the people cjtow and between acts, and Kirk's
Orchestra will play for the dance
Mildred Rhodes.
here do not want to be left without
which follows the show.
Douglass Davis was able to return a doctor.
The tickets, now on sale arc
Monday to High School after an ill
Mrs. Ann Andrews is confined to her'
priced
at a moderate figure.
ness of four weeks’ duration.
bed by illness.
Mrs. Lida Champney was hostess tr,
Mrs. Charles Taylor is in Portland,
CUSHING
the Saturday night Club at her home. guest of her brother and family.
The R HS. seniors are looking for
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan made a busi- j Edward Meservey of Boston is in
ward eagerly to April 7, the date on ness trip to Rockland Saturday.
town, called here by the serious ill
which they are to start on their
While out attending to his lohster! ness of his aunt Mrs. William Hall. '
Washington trip which will be mad .' traps one day last week Pearl Trask
The Hathorne's Point road is in j
via Pennsylvania Railroad.
got stranded. When he did not re very bad condition, so that two of the ,
The Nitsumsosum Club and their turn home as usual at 2 o’clock his
children from that section were com-1
husbands were entertained Monday wife called the Whitehead Coast
pelled to walk to the Cove school,
evening at supper and bridge at the Guard station asking them to look
which they attend, in order to get to
home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Annis at him up. They started out and found
1 Monday's session.
Simonton.
him anchored at Metinic, having lost
Ralph Richards and friends were j
The last meeting of the season for his propeller, and brought him into
a.t hts cottage Sunday.
the Twentieth Century Club will be the harbor about 10 o'clock.
Miss Orpha Killeran returned to j
hcld next Friday at the homc of the
Hinckley Sunday to resume teaching.
vice president, Mrs. Mildred Putnam,
EAST UNION
Mrs. W. F Flint is recovering from
when the annual election of officer.;
an attack of flu.
will take place. Adjournment will be
Mrs. Frances Thomas cf South
George Robbins of Brattleboro, Vt., j
made until the second Friday in Oc Thomaston was guest Sunday of Mrs. is guest of his sister Mrs. Edith Perie.!
tober. At the meeting last Friday at Mary Robbins.
Mr. Robbins has been in the employ
the Methodist parsonage. Mrs. Re
Those who attended the drama
of Bradstreet for many years and rebecca Fowle hostess, these Interest "And Mary Did, presented by the
,,
. . .
..
...
3
, cently severed his connection with
ing papers were presented: Russian senior class of Union High School?
that old concern when it consolidated
Buildings, The Kremlin Bell Tower, speak highly of the excellent manner
with Dunn, another reliable firm
Cathedral of the Assumption, Cathe ln which the cast rendered their parts.
which is well known in every locality.
dral cf the Archangel, Mrs. Nelli-'
Lawrence Morton and family made
With housecleaning added to the
Morton; Robert Lincoln and Family. a trip to Washington Sunday, where
housewife’s curriculum of pastimes
Mrs. Blanche Steward.
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.
and the jigsaw puzzle's advent, no one
Henry Newbert has returned to L. Morton.
has time for much else.
Vinalhaven after a visit of a few days
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Torrey of Cam
Mrs. Hattie Ames writes to friends
with hls brother. Jacob Newbert
den spent Sunday with their son
here that she expects to leave ManMrs. Flora Butterfield who has Ralph at this place.
e.hester, Conn., for her home, April 9.
been spending the winter with hcr
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson were re
Vinal Dole and Miss Lillian Ames
daughter, Mrs. John Schoonmaker, at cent visitors at the home of John
of Rockland were in town Sunday.
Maywood, N. J., has returned to her Whalen at Ash Point.
A good attendance greeted Rev. Mr.
home in Rockport.
The Community Club will meet Timberlake and his assistants at the
Wednesday afternoon with Millie Baptist Church Sunday. Evangelist
Jones and Lilia Morton.
46lh Anniversary Is Observed
Fox and his wife were much enjoyed,
M. R. Miller who has been confined with their singing and autoharp play
A large number of members met at
the O.A.R. hall Friday afternoon and to hls home for several days with an ing. Rev. Mr. Timberlake's many ,
AT
evening to celebrate the 46th anniver attack of grippe, is able to be out friends here wish that it might be
sary of the Fred A. Norwood National again.
made possible for him to conduct
Dr t™JM.rS-5:,"_U^h.?f.P0Wna! I Aguiar services at this church, which
W.R.C., also past presidents' night.
The afternoon was spent In tacking a were Sunday visitors of their aunt has been closed for some time.
quilt. At 6.30 supper was served, five Mrs' Marion Miller,
past presidents being among those
CLARK ISLAND
present: Mrs. Cacilda Cain, Mrs. Me
dora Berry, Mrs. Josephine Colla
Misses Myrtle and Bernice Flood
more, Mrs. Emma Torrey and Mrs.
Joseph
Pease and Dick Loweil of
FOR
Maude Davis. A candle lighted birth
Rockland were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
day cake, a beautiful basket of tulips
Charles Wall and family Sunday.
and small flags adorned the tables
Mr. and Mrs. William Davis and
Bring in all your Old Gold ScrapWhite Gold—Green Gold—any
At 8 o'clock the regular business
Albert Davis were guests of their
thing.
meeting opened with the past presi
sister Mrs. Arthur Page of East Bel
Like Finding Money
dents in the chairs. This was fol
fast Sunday.
lowed by a fine program: American's
Mrs. Charles Wall, Mrs. Elmer Carl
Creed; History of the Corps, Cacilda
son and Miss Ella Flood motored to
, JEWELLER
Rockland Saturday evening.
Cain. Tills history revealed the fact
ROCKLAND
MAINE
Charles Wall 1s doing some repair
that during the 46 years there have
Opposite Strand Theatre
28-30
work on Ralph Cline’s motor boat.
betn only 18 presidents, 8 of whom
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FRIGIDAIRE

The Young People's Society of the
First Baptist Church, this city, are
fortunate in securing Rev. Paul
Gerard Jackson, a former actor, to
come here in the early part of April.
He will take for his subject "Why I
Left the Stage.”

The much talked of Phillip Barry
play “Animal Kingdom" is on the
screen at the Strand Theatre tomor
row and Thursday. The cast ls head
ed by Ann Harding and Leslie How
ard. This attraction was shown at
the opening of thc RKO Roxy The
atre in Radio City.

Page Three

Drastic Reductions on
All Floor Models

You go on the stage at the
magician’s request — you
have nothing concealed in
your coat. Yet he pulls
coils of heavy rope from
the collar of your coat.
How did it get there?

All New Super-Powered Machines

A. C. McLOON & CO.

CASH WAITING

YOUR OLD GOLD

Your chair has a hollow
legl A hole is bored in the
stage and the chair is
placed so that the hollow
leg is over it... An assist
ant below stage pushes the
rope up through the chair
under your coat.
x

FRIGIDAIRE SHOW ROOMS

Any person interested in electrical refrigeration wili profit in a visit
today or Monday, or phone 730 for particulars

Carl E. Morse

These may be bought on easy terms and deferred payments

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 28, 1933
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JAc MAY DAY
MYSTERY

the truth by InstincL That’s why I
told It to you In the first place."
“It's a pity your boy friend didn't
get the same hunch. We'd maybe
have let him out earlier."
“1 was a fool, I suppose," broke
In Larry. “But I knew I was Inno
cent and thought you’d never he
able to convict me. So 1 wasn’t very
much of a hero, after all. And I
was a trifle frightened."
“By what?”
"By the thing you've known all
the lime; that Pat Thayer was dead

Traveling Around America

Scientists Say “Peking
Man's Hands Human

The Peking Man—that strange
ape like creature who lived In the
caves of China 600,GOO years ago—
had hands like a modern man's, ac
cording to Prof. G. Elliot Smith, the
noted anthropologist.
Discussing new discoveries In the
cave at Choukoutien, near Pleplng,
Professor Smith said that they
throw new light on the mystery
which has bafried scientists ever
since the Peking skull was found.
Hitherto It had been assumed from
the abnormally small, flattened
skull that the Peking Man was only
slightly above the ape In the scale
of intelligence.
“During further exploration of
the cave," said Professor Smith, “a
small bone from the wrist was found
which ts not appreciably different
from a modern man's. This Is ex
ceptionally Interesting ns It adds
most powerful evidence to support
the belief that the hundreds of stone
implements found In the cave were
used hy the Peking Man.
“It now appears that the Peking
Man had hands essentially Identical
with modern man's, and we are Jus
tified In the inference that the tools
were made by other primitive peo
ples.
“From the sha|>e of other small
hones found It would appear that
the feet of the Peking Man differed
from those of the modern man. They
were not straight, and he must have
walked holding hls toes In, as the
ape does. There Is nothing to show,
however, that he was able to grip
with his feet as the apes are able
to do.”

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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when I went to his room. Knowing
31
31
50
2.9
thut Miss Peyton had been there and
seeing Thayer dead—I had every
J
34
1
33
35 Sb
reason to he afraid. Suppose I had
suid Thayer was dead when I went
3b
37
there und you had believed me? And
'"~y\
then suppose it turned out that Ver
4ii
42
40
44
41
non had never visited the room?
Can't you see thal It would have
50
49
47 48
45 4b
checked it hack to Miss I'eyton be
Ineffable peace and happiness.
It
yXN
vW
yond
any
argil
input?"
CHAPTER XII
was so different from tiie solitary
$3
54
51
52.
"Yeh. . . , That's right, sure
confinement at the Marland lull: sn
enough. I'm mighty much obliged.
1 I FARM brilliant sunshine halted
glorious a relief from the staring
58
5b
57
55
VV the courtyard when Tony Pey ut four blank walls and a tiny
Soli, for clearing all these things up
W
in m.v mind. And now suppose you
ton nnd l.nrry Welch walked out on
square nf barred window.
They
b'3
bT
w bO
bl
59
bonds to temporary freedom. There were very young and very much In tell me about that visit?'
"There Isn't much to tell. I was
was Ivy Welch, seeming a great deni
love with each other, and 1-urry
bb
b4
b5
rather appalled h.v the depth nf Ivy's
older than she had been four days
moved so dose to het lhat their
Photo Grace Line
Infatuation for Thayer. I was iu a
previously, yet irrepressibly youth
bodies touched.
1
|b&
A CONEY ISLAND THRILL IN THE TROPICS
b7
peculiar position. In that I had
ful withal; and a score of latrry's
“When all this Is over. Tony, yon
promised
Miss
Peyton
I
wouldn't
undergraduate friends, young men
LMOST all of the old-time thrill
will marry me?'"
keep the ship steady even in choppy
and women who had come down lo
She looked straight into hls eyes. tell nnyone about her marriage to
• » of the sea voyage has been dissi weather, robs the ocean voyage of
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (ConL)
HORIZONTAL
Thayer. I figured lhat by that time
congratulate the young couple on
pated by the modern luxury Uner. Its former sense of Insecurity.
“Yes. l.arry.”
18- Ascended
51- Hurry
1
—
Military
officer
But travelers on the New York to
what every one considered lhe end
The absence of the anticipatory thrill
19- Farm building
“I’d like to put itdo words ... to —two o’clock—she had had plenty
52- Barters
8-Declares
California w eekly cruises through the
is d-ie in large part to the absence of
of chance to see Pat nnd I felt It
21-Makes lace
of their Jeopardy.
54- One who foretell!
12- Vault
Canal and Central America have one
any
danger
attendant
upon
a
venture
23- Fish eggs
was up to me. as Ivy's brother, to :
55- An insect
Ivy was particularly happy. “They
13- Crowd together
thrill in store for them—a brief ride
into the great blue spaces of the
56- City thoroughfarei 24- Decllne gradually
warn him off."
14- Near
wouldn't have let you out lf they
which has all the stimulation of a
ocean.
52-Boy'a name (Short) 26-Fretful
Coney Island Jaunt. It is when they
16—Girl's name
“What did you have in mind when
thought you were guilty, would
With the passing of the sense of go ashore in the "bird cage" at one
28-Supporters
18-Repeated repetition 59-A liquid measure
you went to Thayer's room?"
they, Larry?'
risky adventure, however, has passed of the porta in Guatemala. The ship
30-Showere
(abbr.)
of words
The young man hesitated. Tin
lie shook hls head. “I don't be
the cramped and strange discomforts anchors off shore and the passengers
J32-A feather (Ornith.)
60- To sling around
19- Exist
trying to be honest. Mr. Hanvey.
lieve so. Sis.”
of the ships of former days. Today's are hoisted from the ship's deck and
34-Crlmson
61- Tribe
20- Used in negation
and the fairest way to answer that ( liners are combined homes, hotels lowered into the big shore launches
"Good!” She clasped her hands.
36-Three (Roman)
63- Behold
22-Feminine of tsar
and country-clubs afloat, and pas which are tied up alongside. The
question Is to sav I don't know.
“All the time yon were there.
39- Scratched
64- A ray of tight
24- Pale
sengers are ministered to with all cage is lifted by sturdy steel cables,
But It's only honest to say that I
Bud. I couldn't think of anything
40- Choicest
65- A rodent (pi.)
25- Snare
Coolidge Only President
the efficient service of the caterers
and a ride in It gives added zest to
41- Permit to live
Intended to make It mighty clear
67- Breaks camp
except—except—"
27- Appearing at if
Thia, together with the marvels of the trip ashore into new and strange
Sworn In by His Father
42- Guide
68- Acquires
He squeezed her hand. "Don’t you
to Thayer that he'd better keep
gnawed
modern marine construction which lands.
Calvin Coolidge was the only man
43- Sorrowt
28- Poet
away from Ivy."
J.
worry. Kid. I didn’t have anything
VERTICAL
44- Speeches
to be sworn ln as President by Ills
29- Penetrate
“I seet . . . And when you got
to do with IL"
45- Search
1-Conceded
“A SENSE OF RIGHT"
Hanvey snifled broadly Through a
own father. The Incident Is one of
31-Golf term
there?"
Tony was with a group of her
48-An alcoholic
2- Negative
32- A fine velvet
cloud of rancid smoke.
the most dramutlc In American his
particular friends and Larry Dod
“He was dead. 1 got rather sick,
beverage
3- Evening (Poet.)
33- A heavenly body
"The first thing I can't straighten Veterans of Foreign W ars tory.
just looking at him."
ded toward her.
50-Confirm
4- Lease
(Pl.)
out
In
my
mind.
John.
Is
the
knife
Shortly
before
midnight
of
Au

“Why don't you and she make up.
“Did you touch him?"
52- To dare
5- Ascend
35-Daughter of a
In Sympathy With Econo gust 2, 1928, the news eame that
that we found In Vernon's room;
“Good G—d I No!"
53- Begin
Sis?’
7- GI>stened
brother
the
one
that
we're
sure
Thayer
was
President Harding had died In San
56- Bang
“How long were you In the '
Ivy's face grew stern. “1 don't
8- Bristle (Bot.)
37- Bind
my, But Want Justice
stabbed with."
»
Francisco. The message came to
57- Said to a cat
9- Be‘ore
room?”
38- Writing fluid
like her."
“Any man can miss something I
"60-Ocean
10- A thoroughfare
40-Tiea
“I don't know. Maybe two tnln- ;
Expressing confidence in the sin the Vice President's secretary at
"Why?"
62-Greek letter
(abbr.)
42-A tendon
"Because she started all this.
utes, maybe ten. I can't remem- 1 overlooked that knife, that's all. cerity of President Rooseve'.t in his Bridgewater, the nearest telephone
64-Provlnce of
11-Thin
And knowing it was hls. and find45-A game
point. The secretary drove at
ber."
If she hadn’t butted tn on Hat and
demand for the authority to reduce
Canada (abbftf
15-Lacerated
47-A lump of butter
lag It In his closeL is enough to
breakneck s^eed to Plymouth.
me; If she hadn't run to yon; If she
“Why didn’t you report finding
66-Mualcal note
expenditures in the Veterans' Bu
17-Starts suddenly
49-Rlsen
Col.
John
C.
Coolidge,
the
Vice
convict
him."
hadn't been such a fool as to go
the body?”
"No." argued Hanvey gently. “It's reau but expressing dissatisfaction President's father, answered the sec
to Hat's room In the fraternity
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
"Because I thought of Miss Pey
at several clauses of the bill as retary’s summons. He went calm
enough to acquit him, John.”
ton.
”
house. ... Oh! can't you see.
"When All This Is Over. Tony, You
"What the—"
passed by Congress, the Council of ly upstairs and awoke his son.
WEST PENOBSCOT
l.arry, that I can't help believing
Hanvey nodded approval. "Pretty j
Will Marry Me?”
Calvin came down after dressing
that Hat never would have been
“Now listen. Brother, and don’t Administration Department of Maine.
straight story. Welch. There are
T. J Young visited lately at Au
killed If she had minded her own
get all het up. According to your Veterans of Foreign Wars has gone hastily, but fully. He decided It was
he aide to tell you how much I Just one or two more questions.
First of all, did you touch the ' own pet theory. Max VeriioD curried cn record with a resolution to be for hls duty to be sworn In at once and gustus York's, also was an afterr.con
business?"
love you. . . ."
"I'm sorry you feel that way. Sis.
that knife into Tlmier's room ami warded to Maine's Senators and Rep that hls aged father as a notary caller at Fred Bowden's.
“You don’t need to. 1 under knife?"
had the power to administer the
You know I'm crazy about her."
stabbed him during a row. Then
Larry's face expressed surprise.
stand."
Mrs. Avery Bowden of Hardscrab
resentatives at Washington.
oath.
Ivy sighed. “1 guess I'm Just a
he carried It hack to his room and
“What knife?"
His arias closed about her and he
ble
was a caller recently on friends In
The
resolution
which
demands
Thus tt was that at 2:47 on the
crab. Bud. But If I feel that wavhad sense enough to [H>lish the fin
"The knife Thayer had been
held her close, staring hungrily Into
perprlnts off the handle—because, that Congress and the public at large morning of August 3, 1928, Calvin this place.
well, I can’t help IL can I?" Then
her eyes. Then, suddenly, he burled killed with."
No snow, and the roads are like
she reached out Impulsively and
remember, there wasn't a print on make certain that those making the Coolidge was sworn In as President
T didn't see any knife."
Ids face tn her hair and so they
pressed his fingers. “Maybe I'll get
IL He then changed his blood 1 drastic cuts In veterans' administra- of the United States by the light summer, autos passing all day long
“I see . . ." Jim extracted a
stood tor an age ot time. . . .
stained clothes. And then, hy golly, 1 tive work be carefully supervised to of a flickering oil lamp In the old- The correspondent can look across I
All that afternoon the campus black cigar from hla vest pockeL
over IL"
Later in the day Larry and Tony
you ask me tn believe that a bird make sure that they do their prun fashioned Hying room of hls fa the river every day and see the po
hummed with crazy rumors and snapped tbe end from It and lighted
ther's home.
met hy Old Main and walked toward
who was careful as all thut went
wild conjectures. It was one thins the thing with a brief nod of
□S3E3
tato cars coming from the Aroostook
ing with a "sense of right and fairBine top ... a knoll which ri»se to read in the newspapers of a mur apology to Tony. “Too took that ' out and forgot the ktdfe! Holy stiffto
Stockton
Springs.
It
looks
like
j
ness.
”
above the surrounding country and
der and quite another to come in diamond ring off Thayer's finger, - feritig mackerel! John—thal Just
History of Movie*
spring, only the birds have not yet
The V. F. W. also puts itself on
from which one could look down
ain’t reasonable. It d>>d't click
contact with one. The students were didn't you?"
beans and brown bread and all that
After the invention and develop come.
upon the Marland campus, and
Yeh. It's the knife that worries me, record as considering unjust and unimpressed by their own importance
Again that startles) light flashed
ment of photography, many Investi
goes with them, pies and cakes, tea
thence still farther to the sprawl In having known intimately the dead In latrry's blue eyes.
and it would worry you too. If you'd American the denial of the right of
T. J. Young was guest one day last
ing town of Marland. Half the stu man and the three suspects. Then
get off that one-track railroad you're j veterans to seek legal redress in prop gators worked on the problem of week of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stover and coffee, and no one went away
“I told you I didn't touch the body
picturing motion. Edward Muy
hungry.
dent body saw them together nnd
riding. The knife Is Max Vernort's erly constituted courts ln the protec
there was a feeling of depression, at all."
bridge Is often called the “father of ln Orland and also called on hls great
every young man and woman made as though the college had been sul
“Aw, come now. Son. You prom only chance. If It wasn't for that tion of their in‘erests ln cases under
motion pictures" because of hls stu grandchildren. Mr and Mrs. John I
a point of waving cordially, but no
I'd het he killed Thayer."
lied. And the Psi Tau Theta boys ised to tell me the whole truth, and
"My wife has the worst memory
It also condemns the dies, In 1872, of the movements of Carey. Their son Gene. Mr. Young’s j
"Then—then yon think tliat ktdfe discussion.
one Joined them. The students were
went around with chips od their lt don’t hardly aeem like you're do
horses and other animals by means great-great-grandson, is four years I ever heard of.”
haste
in
which
legislation
considered
more than a little embarrassed.
wag planted in Max Vernon's rnomT*
shoulders . . . although nobody ing IL You find the body of (be
"Forgets everything eh?”
of a row of 24 cameras, exposed in
They wanted the pair to know that
Jim regarded the end of hls cigar absolutely necessary to veterans and
old this month.
dared utter a word of criticism.
man your sister ls crazy abouL He's
"No; remembers everything
El
order as the animal passed before
their
dependents
since
the
Civil
War
there was every belief In their In
The afternoon dragged away. been killed. On Ills finger Is a dia speculatively. "1 sort of have a
Melvin and Augustus York had thc Paso World News.
them. He and other experimenters
nocence. every sympathy, every
hunch that <wy. John. Think it has been torn out ol the statute books.
Larry worked over his class books, mond ring that csd be traced back
were handicapped by the fact that following men to help them turn over
willingness to do whatever was nec trying to rid himself of the effects to your sister easy. It means mix over.” He hoisted himself from his
Another resolution requesting the
chair and waddled to the door. proper authorities to carefully In glass plates had to be used instead their scow. Raymond and Fred York
essary by way of help .
. hot
of the experience and wondering ing her up In a pretty nasty affair.
of a long continuous film. The lat Morris Heath. Earl Gott. George Bol
there was a natural hesitancy In
what the future had In store for So you take the ring off Thayer's
“Let's ride over to the college. If
ter was Invented by Hannibal Good duc. Maurice Dean, Robert Dean. Gil
vestigate
thy
alien
labor
problem
in
Intruding on their privacy. The trag Tony, for himself, and for Max Ver finger and keep quiet about IL Ain't 1 you don't mind. I want to sec a lot
this country' was also unanimously ac win and produced by Eastman. In bert Dean, Perley Page, Oeorge Bow
j of folks."
edy had cast a sort of ghastly
non. And In his room at the hotel, that the way It was?"
cepted as was the Buy American plan. 1R93 Thomas A. Edison produced den. Elwood Heath. Marshall Marks. (
Jim Hanvey sprawled on the bed
“No," said Larry firmly, “It
“Who?"
mantle about them.
Whereas the economy legislation hls klnetoscope, the first machine and Grandpa Young was looking on
and
devoured
a
detective
story.
wasn'L I never noticed Thayer's
“Well. I ain't talked with those
They reached Hine top and stood
of the kind using film. Other pio
It was there that John Keagan fingers at all. I can't say what I j two kids who saw everything from recently enacted by the Congress is
regarding each other; the man tall
neers were Sellers, Lincoln. Marcy, They did a good job and all went j
found him. Jim put the book aside would have done lf I'd seen the [ the porch—Farniim and Gleason, fraught with the possibility and op
and blond and very boyish-looking
Jenkins, etc. The first public show well.
ring. But I didn't see It aDd that's i ain't they? And I'd like to talk portunity for many injustices to vet
reluctantly.
despite the tiny lines of worry about
ing of moving pictures was made In
Mrs. Abigail York was a caller at
"Gosh."
he
commented,
“
it's
great
the
truth."
1
with
the
dean
again
and
maybe
the
hls eyes; the girl vividly beautiful.
erans of all wars, and their depend June, 1894.
Mrs. Fred York's one day last week.
—that story. Just as soon as I
"Well—" Hanvey heaved a vast I president of that fraternity."
Their hands were clasped and they
ents, be it hereby resolved:
get interested in something like this, sigh. “Somebody did—because It's
There were services at the church
drank deep of the wine of freedom
That the Council of Administration
you
have
to
come
butting
In.
What
gone."
Halibut Deep Swimmer
last Thursday evening, with good at
and of their Joy at being with each
(To Be Continued)
of the Department of Maine, Veter
“I didn't touch Ib" repeated
is itr
other again. It was Tony who
The hallbnt, the most valuable as tendance.
Iteagnn spoke crisply. “On the Larry. “I hope you believe me.”
spoke.
When a man bites a dog, that D ans of Foreign Wars of the United a food source of the so-called flat
Mrs. Raymond York and family arc
morning of May second a man an
“I reckon I do. And I'm much
“Vou know how I feel, Larry,
new:. WeU, the League of Nations States, in meeting assembled in Bid fish, varies greatly ln size from the visiting her father in Dexter.
swering
Max
Vernon's
description
obliged
for
coming
here.
Though
I
about what you did."
deford. March 19. 1933. regard as un so-called chicken halibut, which
T J. Young was a visitor one day ;
—and there ain't any doubt. Jitn. can't say It has cleared things up a has begun making faces at Japan-- fair. unjust and un-American this weighs from 10 to 12 pounds up to
He frowned. “What did I do?”
]
San
Diego
Union.
last week at the home of his grand
that it was Vernon—entered the whole lot."
•Telling those detectives that Hat
the
largest
type,
which
weighs
as
placing in the hands of not only one
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Heath.
Americad National bank of Steel
They chatted for a few minutes
wa9 alive when you left his room.
but many dictators the welfare of our much as 600 pounds. The most
longer
and
Larry
and
the
girl
left.
I
city
and
rented
a
box.
He
gave
Last week there was a wood chop-'
Of course I know he wasn'L"
usual type average around 50
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE disabled sick and penniless patriots; pounds for the males and between ping in Hardscrabble for Rev. G.
the name of William T. Aragon. He Keagan closed the door behind them
Larry's cheeks blanched.
we condemn the denial to veterans of 100 and 105 pounds for the females. W Gray, when 17 husky young men
took the box with him Into a little and faced hls ponderous companion.
“How do you know?”
booth. Then he left the bank. The
“You believe Thayer was dead
their right of appeal and trial before They prefer cold water, and usually made quick work of the woodpile at
T know now, Larry. That's all 1
35
M A
box Is number two thirty-five, and when Welch got to the room. Han
wanted: To trick an admission from
the properly constituted courts of the He deep, being caught at depths of hls door, namely. Will Leach, Mar4 •’ ’W . .q
unless I'm all wrong you'll find a lot vey?"
you. It was fine of yon. dear. But
nation, a right which has always been 250 fathoms. When In pursuit of shaU Marks, Shirley Bowden, George
Ixetutlve Office
5,
.
’
5°
*»»3
of Rrother Fiske's lost money right
"Looks pretty straight to me."
we must go to Mr. Hanvey and tell
thought to be inalienable; we further other fish, however, the halibut will Bridges, Henry Bridges. Luther
4”
*
k
HOTEL MANGER
“You don't think Miss Peyton
him the truth. That Pat was already I there."
often
rise
clear
to
the
surface
of
NORTH STATION. ROSTON
j condemn the haste shown by the Con“Good work. John. You didn’t killed him, do you?”
Bridges.
Melvin
Elliott.
Gilbert
Dean.
dead when you reached hls room."
| gress in taking this action, notwith the water and sometimes hit the
Pivot* land------- R*(ogniflon Cords
“Gee! I’d sure hate to think any
, look In the box?”
"But I didn’t say—"
pursued fish with Its tall before Robert Dean. William Dean. Maurice
for ut* by fri*ndl ond my,elf. No
standing
the
recognized
emergency
“No. You said not to. But I left thing like that about such a swell
seizing It and devouring It.—Wash Dean, Fred Bowden. Earl Gott.
“Oh. yes you did, Larry. Just a
A4
obligotion.
9’
tf
word that nn one was to he allowed kid as her."
faced by the country, which action ington Star.
second ago. Now listen to me; 1
George Bolduc, Raymond York,
tf
«
“
Did
Welch
take
hls
sister
’
s
ring
in
there,
even
with
a
written
order
J
can
bring
about
the
destruction
of
all
No.t
---------------------------------------------------/O*
don't know what yon think about
and Thomas J. Young. In a few
from Aragon. That's fixed good and off Thayer's finger?’
legislation placed on the statute
him—but I believe that terribleStreethours it was all fitted for the stove
Value of Some Old Coins
“Now you've got me stumped. I’m
.
2°
looking Mr. Hanvey is one of the I tlghL And so—"
books, considered necessary to veter
City Flying eagle cents of 1857 and and then they were called from labor
The telephone buzzed, and Han- dumed If I know."
most wonderful men 1 have ever
ans and their dependents, since the 1858 are worth 1 to 5 cents; hnlf to refreshments. There were baked
“
What
do
you
think?
”
,
vey
answered.
roeL He can tell when we're tell
I Civil War; and we appeal to all citi
dimes of 1853 and 1856 bring 5 to
“My thinks ain’t worth nothing.
“This is the warden of the Jail,"
ing the truth, and he knows when
j zens, in and out of Congress, to use 10 cents; 3-cent pieces of 1851 and
John.
What
do
you
think?
’
announced the voice at the other
we're lying. I told him the truth,
whatever influence and kind offices 1853 bring 5 to 25 cents; a 5-cent
end. "Miss I'eyton and Mr. Welch
“He did nob The man who copped
dear—even when It looked like I
possessed by them, to the end that piece of 1867, If silver, from 5 to
are down here. They want to see that ring wag Max Vernon. And
was tightening a noose around your
why? Because he was crazy about
you as soon as possible.”
the great powers thus bestowed upon 20 cents; If nickel. 5 to 25 cents; a
neck. I was scared—and yet I
wasn't scared. Everything I said
"Send 'em over to the hotel, will Ivy Welch and knew her ring. Gosh I
the President may be used by his dic 2-cent piece of 1867 Is worth from
2 to 10 cents; an 1835 dime, 10 to
seemed to Increase your danger. 1 yon?" Then he turned nway from Jim—even a guy like you must be
tators only with the utmost discrimi
15 cents; large copper cents of 1845
ready
to
admit
now
that
Max
Ver

Mr. Hanvey looked like he had gone
the telephone and grinned boyishly
nation and sense of right and fair and 1848. from 1 to 15 cents.
non killed Thayer."
to sleep. Then the next thing we
at hls friend.
ness and with no undue haste; and be
"Why should I admit that, John?’
knew we were released on bond.
"Welch nnd Miss I'eyton are on
it further resolved that we have such
Mr. Hanvey knows a loL And If
their way over. John. Stick around asked Hanvey mildly.
Scot* War on Thistle
confidence in thc President as to war
“
Because
he
killed
him.
that's
BOSTON, MASS.
he's going to help us, we must help
If you want. 1 have a hunch we're
BEACON STREET
War on the national flower nnd
why.
There
ain't
any
argument
rant
our
belief
that
this
tremendously
going to hear some interesting
him."
emblem of Scotland Is being waged
about IL”
important authority given to him will In thHt country. The thistle has
dope.”
He nodded slowly. “I guess you’re
“Why ain’t there?"
in fact be used as fairly as humanly been so prolific lately that It Is
rlghL" liis face was very serious.
“Oh, h—lt We've got Vernon a
“It's kind of tough on Mux Vernon,
Tony Peyton acted as spokesman.
becoming a menace to farmers, es
possible.”
Located on Beacon
hundred different ways.
It’s as
“Lurry and I lime been talking
isn't It?”
pecially along the border. Small
Hall Next to the
clear—"
"I’m sorry for that boy. Terribly
pretty seriously. Mr. Hanvey. We've
prizes
were
offered
to
school
chil

Scat* House.
“What has kept you so late?"
“—As mud.”
sorry. And yet If killing is ever Jus
derided that you're playing square
“I was fixing a new ribbon on my dren who brought in the largest
“
Well,
suppose
you
tell
me
Just
tified, It was then. We have no
and are entitled lo have the whole
number of thistles, nnd one girl
typewriter.”
one thing thal ain't clear?' Reagan
WE MUST HAVE SOME
right, Larry, to keep the truth from
truth—so far as we know IL”
gathered 5,000 plants.
was
quite
positive
In
his
manner.
“Yoh ought to be ashamed to own
a man like Mr. Hanvey, who is
Jim’s big face beamed. 'That’s fine.
Betty is thinking of decorations
Miss I’eyton. But I want to ask one
struggling to help us.”
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
| to make the house look festive. it. You get rid of her or there'll be
thing before we start: Am I going
During history class the teacher
“We'll tell him."
and shopping centers.
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
! She says she just simply must trouble!"—Sydney Bulletin.
They stood ln silence for several
to get the whole truth or only part
STEAMBOAT CO.
| have some of “that.”
She is
asked, "What happened In 1483?"
.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
minutes. Overhead a mocking bird
of IL”
New Lower Rates
“Waiter, the portions seem to have
“Luther was bom,” answered a
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5 30 pointing at it but unfortunately
trilled gayly; the pine trees swayed
“The whole thing.”
A. M . 8tonlngton 6.25, North Haven 7.25. it is out of the picture, so if you got a lot smaller lately,”
student promptly.
Vinalhaven
8
15.
due
to
arrive
at
Rock

"Great 1 Suppose you begin.”
softly In the warm breeze which
wish Jo see it you will have to
Rooms without bath, HX) up; with bath, B.00 up •
land about 9.3V.
“Correct!
What happened In
Waiter—“Just an optical illusion,
She shook her hend. “I haven't a
swept In from the countryside. The
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.SU ?. bi., take- a pencil and join all the
< 'omplrte Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
thing to add to what 1 told you at Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston numbered dots together, starting sir. Now that the restaurant has been 1487?"
alr was freighted with the fragrance
at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
After a long pause, “Luther was
enlarged, they look smaller—that’s
of flowers and on Pine top there
the Jail. That waa the plain, un ington
Island about 6.00 P. M
with dot number one and ending
B. a. STINSON.
four yeas old."—Annapolis Log.
varnished truth. 1 think you know
yas no suggestion of anything hut
all;"—Flicgende Blatter.
with dot number thirty-eighL

Rj. Octavus Roq Cohere,

wJ

MANGER

May We Suggest—
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STATE OF MAINE
PUBLIC NOTICE

In conformity with the provision* of
law, and deeming tt for the best inter
ests of the State, the Commissioner of
Inland Fisheries and Oame hereby
promulgates the following rules and
regulations.
RULES AND REOULATION8
Section 1. For a period of one year!
from the 11th day of April. A. D., 1933. lt I
shall be unlawful for any person to fish j
for. take, catch or kill any kind of fish
at any time In the wateca of Iron Pond. ;
ln the town of Washington, in the j
county of Knox.
It shall also be unlawful for any per- (
son to have ln possession at any time i
any kind of fish taken ln violation of
the provisions of these rules and regu
lations.
Section 2. Whoever violates any provision of these rules and regulations
shall be subject to a fine of not more
than three hundred dollars and costs, or
Imprisonment not exceeding ninety,
days, or both said fine and Imprisonmen t.
Dated at Augusta. Maine, this 23rd day
of March. A D„ 1933.
GEORUE J. STOBIE. Com’r.

WHAT IS

mk,:;

WITHOUT A

How Spinach Has Changed
Many gardeners do not grew spin- r
nph in the home enrden hfcfiitse thev
acn 111
nwne »araen reeaxwe, mey

say “It doesn’t pay.” They probably
.
. ,
..
,
x
.
0° HOt know the modem type of spin-

They probably are thinking cf the
J
37-T-43 cld-fashioned, small-leafed, quick
reeding ipinach wiiich shot vp to ;?ed
CITIZENS CASUALTY COMPANY OF
NEW YORK
so fast that not enough could be ob
103 Gene,ee at., Utica, New York
tained to make it pay for the space
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mortgage Loans ........................ $21,279 00 occupied. But it is an altogether dif
Stocks and Bonds .................... 889.531 02
Cash in Office and Bank ..... 213.802 23 ferent matter with the modem spin
95.190 11
Agents’ Balances ................
Bills Receivable .................
891 07 ach.
6,840 75
Interest and Rents .........
Eon't fear you can't grow as line
95 689 45
All other Assets ..................
spinach as you can buy in the market
Oross Assets ......................... $1,323,223 63
Deduct items not admitted ....
27,207 09 oa the theory that this large heavyicaved p-oduct is the result of «upeAdmitted .................. -........ $1,296,016 54
rlcr gardening skill. It isn’t. It is
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities ..........
Cas.i Capital .............................
barpius over all Liabilities .. .

$457 718 oo
184,312 87

the result of planting an up-to-date
, ,
.
T.

Comparative Size of Old-Fa'hionrd

Spinach and the New Thick-Leaved
1564 10 variety. Anybody can get it that
Varieties
wants it.
The giant, thick-leaved long stand- —
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,295,016 54
.
37-T-43 ir.J type makes an imposing plant seeding types have been eliminated j
tiie California insurance co. of that will surprise you if you give It lrcm these strains by careful culling j
san fkancisco, California
rccm to grew and the rich soil needThere is also a revelation in spin- I
Rea. E»t.TETO DK;..’‘:...U’U.6O3 03 ’
*PUiach.
Will ach as a table treat if it is cooked ln [
Mortgage Loan., ...................
535.025 55 yield me;e to a given space than the me dern style cither by steaming or by
Stocks and Bonds ............... 3.050 2*0 77
. . .
Cash ln Office and Bank ..... 237,992 33 , older varieties. It has thick, heavy vaterless cooker. The old style of !
bRu Rec^hable’’hjob oi 6”*“ lcaves’11 *» “ production a leng tciiing it draining off the water in
interest and Rents
45 939 62 time, and can be picked and still yield which the chief value of the spinach |
12 921 00
All other Assets
remained, gave an article of diet that I
without pulling up the entire plant.
Gross Assets ......................... $5,142,781 38
Don't plant spinach broadcast. wasn’t worth within 50 percent of
Deduct Items not admitted ....
75 8j7 95
Plant it in rows. Don't plant it too what it should be either in food value
$5,066,913 43
Admitted
thick Give the giant type at least j or in flavor.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................
$239,052 oo eight inches apart in the row and you
Spinach is one of the regulation
Another Liabilities’./' 508*7 46 will see real spinach. There are e i foods for young children. It should
Cash Capital
.
.. .. ...
J ooo ooo oo' number of fine spinaches of Danish be carefully cooked and the liquid.
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.541.922 16'
\
.
------------- 1 origin which will thrive in the home which contains the valuable mineral
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5.066013 43 garden
old smajj-ieaved, fast- j salts, should not be thrown away.

354.688 00
230.733 57

EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
Watertown, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ......._....... $2,735,731 16
88.940 27
Cash ln Office and Bank
118.413 57
Agents' Balances ................
Interest and Rents ----------25.617 98

Gross Assets .................... 2
Deduct Items not admitted

...

ATLANTIC
School closed this week for the
| spring vacation.

$2 968 702 98
142 209 94

Gross Assets ... ...................... $8,245,815 98
Deduct Items not admitted
97.581 20

Admitted ..................... ..... . $8.148 234 78
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net unpaid Losses ..................$2,888 992 19
AHe5tbw LuibuiuS82i^656M “

'600.000
mo.SK “
00

Total Liabilities and
Su: lus $8,148,234 78
d Surplu
E R 6EAVEY
283 Main St Rockland. Maine
Tel 1154
37-T-43
COUNTY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.

ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate ........... .......... ........~ $33 680
Mortgage Loans ..............
4.000
2 298 407
Stocks and Bonds ........
Cash ln Office and Bank
101.963
Agents' Balances ............
45.552
Interest and Rents ...........
17.505
All other Assets ................
34.985

oi
00
56
92
55
00
92

Gross Assets ......................... $2,536,094 96
Deduct Items not admitted ....
93.189 56

Admitted
............................. $2,442,905 40 ;
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $62,866 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 515.285 70
All other Liabilities .............. 339.000 00
Cash Capital ........................... . 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
525.753 70

Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask returned
home Sunday after spending several
weeks with their daughter Mrs
Charles Harding at Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding of
Bernard spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Herrick.
The ”Tattlera” were entertained
at the home of Mrs. Elden Colbeth
Friday.
Mrs. Walter Joyce entertained the
Ladies' Aid Wednesday. Plans were
made for a dinner at the home of
Mrs. William Van Horn March 29
Menu: Beans, brown bread, salmon
loaf, scalloped potatoes, cake and
pie.

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey and Miss
Elsie Maunder have been visiting
relatives in Surry.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,442 905 40
Senator Mamie Clarke Gay had
________________________________ 37-T-43
the distinction Monday of being one
ROCHESTER AMERICAN INSURANCE
COMPANY
of the three women ever to preside at
New York. N. Y.
a session of the Maine Senate.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke. Miss Grace A
Stocks and Bonds ..................$3,431 879 40 I
Cash ln Office and Bank .....
62 460 00 Yorke and Mrs. B. O. Miller were in
Agents' Balances ............ -.....
51.505 14
interest and Rents ............ .
25 635 oo Augusta Wednesday.
Charles Bowe was a Portland visitor
Gross Assets ......................... $3,571,479 54
Deduct Items not admitted ... 194.246 40
Friday.
Admitted
............................. $3,377,233 14 I
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Creamer of
Net unpaffi^ef D.BC\31.'. ’ w.259 oo ! Whitinsville. Mass . have been visiting
j relatives in town.
Roger Miller has been visiting
friends in Rockland.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,377,233 14
Mrs. Harold R. Smith entertained
Stock and Bond values on basis ap
proved by National Convention of In the members of the Auction Club at
surance Commissioners.
her home on Church street Friday
ROBERT U. COLLINS. Agent
375 Main 8treet. Rockland. Me.
evening.
________________________________ 37-T-43
Alfred Storer was a Boston visitor
MERCHANTS A FARMERS MUTUAL
last week.
FIKE INS. CO.
Worcester, Mass.
Miss Marcia E. Blaney was guest of
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
Mortgage Loans ....................... $38,800 00 Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay in Augusta
Stocks and Bonds .................. 361,255 94 last week.
Cash ln Office and Bank ......
36.864 79
Mrs. James E. Lockery of Bath
Agents' Balances .....................
22 069 90
Interest and Rents ................
5.788 04 spent the weekend with Mrs. Lilia M
All other Assets .....................
481 10
Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney.
Gross Assets ......................... $465,259 77
A bridge party for the benefit of
Deduct Items not admitted ....
17.231 78
Admitted
............................. $448,027 90 the Lincoln Home was given by Mrs
S. H. Weston at her home on Jeffer
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ................
$8,984 00 son street Thursday evening. There
Unearned Premiums .............. 220.986 27
All other Liabilities ..............
25.866 84 were five tables in play, highest scor?
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 192.190 88 going to Miss Edna Young and Fred
Total Liabilities and Surplus $448 027 99 Simmons. Light refreshments were
37-T-43
served.
Unearned Premiums .............. 680.799 27
All other Liabilities ................ 755.500 00
Cash Capital ............................. 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 843.674 87

Light Trucking

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Parcel Delivery

Keys made In order. Keya maor
to Ht lock, when original keys are
loat. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

•

—

VINALHAVEN

Donald Joyce went to Prospect
Harbor Wednesday on business.
Admitted ________ _______ $2,826,493 04
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask recently
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net unpaid Losses
$57,191 49 I ty spent the evening with Mr. and
426.596 26
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities ..........- 557 784 57 Mrs. Elden Co'.beth.
1.000 000 00
Cash Capital
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask were
Surplus over all Liabilities... 784.920 72
entertained
at bridge Thurday eve
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,826,493 04
E R SEAVEY
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
283 Main St . Rockland. Maine
Tel 1154
37-T-43 Donald Joyce.
GLENS FALLS INDEMNITY COMPANY
Mrs. James Sprague of Swan's
Glens Falls. N. Y.
Island spent Saturday afternoon
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Real Estate ................ .............. $10,498 61 with Mrs. Ernest Sprague.
Mortgage Loans ............ . ......... 1.167.592 18
Collateral Loans .....................
4 900 oo
Mr. and Mrs. Rcwcoe Joyce and son
Stocks and Bonds .................. 5.023 056 50
.
- .
Cash in Office and Bank
450.121 so were entertained at dinner Saturday
and'RJnt,
1 ’SjS it evening at the home of Mrs. CleveAU other Assets ------------ ----- 371.299 16 iand Dunham.

8urpiiw*over'all Liabiiiiiea

Page Five

Crie Hardware Co.
468 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone Til

M-tf

Tiie senior cabaret program and
dance will be held Friday night in
Memorial hall. Besides the senior
play "All On a Summer's Day,” and
a sketch by the sophomores, there will
be musical numbers and other fea
tures which are sure to please.
Donald Poole, Allegra Ingerson and
Phyllis Black are home from Uni
versity of Maine for a week's vaca
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith re
turned Saturday from Augusta.
Mrs. Ezra Conway was hostess
Wednesday evening to the Pals. Mon
day evening she entertained two ta
bles of 63.
Spring has come—23 kites were seen
flying at one time, March 26.
Mrs. Ola Ames will entertain the
Needlecraft Club Wednesday night.
Miss Hattie Calderwood returned
home Saturday from Milton, Mass
Mrs. Clinton Teele will entertain
the Rainbow Clifb Friday night at
her home.
Mrs. Albert Woo3ter spent last week
with relatives in North Haven.
Schools closed Friday for two weeks'
vacation.
David Kent was in Camden Satur
day to visit his wife who is at Com
munity Hospital for observation.
Mrs. Cora Carlon who was called
home by the death of her sister Mrs.
Clara E. Pendleton, returned to Bos
ton Monday. She was accompanied
to Rockland by her nephew L. W
Lane.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs Earl Files and son of
Portland visited Mrs. Lena Davis over
the weekend.
Carlisle T. Lash and Fred Bishop
of Cambridge. Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Jessie Lash.
Mrs W. H. Hahn and Miss Alma
Johnson motored to Portland Friday.
The evangelistic services conduct
ed by Rev. and Mrs. John R. Fox*at
the Advent Church for two weeks
came to an end Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Marchand of
Rockland visited friends and relatives
in town Sunday.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn 'entertained the
4-H Sunshine Workers Saturday. AU
members except one were present for
the meeting.
O. C. Cook is improving in health
after a recent ill turn.
Mrs Rufus Condon visited relatives
and friends in Augusta los,t week.
Charles A. Sylvester, superintend
ent of Burnnam & Morrill's clam fac
tory in Pemaquid spent the weekend
at hls home here.
The Myra J. Wooster, Capt. Robert
Lash, went to Portland Sunday with
a load of canned c’.ams for Burn
ham & Morrill.

NORTH WARREN
Esther Tolman had a birthday
party Saturday afternoon, which five
of hcr schoolmates in this vicinity
attended.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Maxey of Glen
cove visited Miss Mabel CrawBord
Friday afternoon.
The roads are getting very muddy
now.
Bert Pushard has returned to the
home of Ermina Williams, after
spending a short time with his
daughter in Bath.

A "strong man” once gave public performances in

which he stopped a 9 Ib. cannon ball shot from a
fully charged cannon. The audience gasped when
the gun flashed and the human Gibraltar stepped
forward out of the smoke uninjured, with the 9 lb.

Copyright, 1933, U. J. IU,Bold, Tobacco Colopsu,

It’s fun to be fooled

shot in his hands.

...it’s more fun to KNOW

EXPLANATION:
The trick lay in the way an assistant prepared the

cannon for the performance, lie used the regulation
amount of powder and wadding, but placed the
greater part of the charge of powder ahead of the
■hot. The cannon ball was propelled only by the
small charge behind it which was just sufficient to
lob the 9 ib. ball over to the strong man.

A performance sometimes staged
in cigarette advertising is the illu
sion that cigarettes are made easy
on the throat by some special
process of manufacture.
EXPLANATION: AU cigarettes are
made in almost exactly the same
way. Manufacturing methods are

standard and used by all. A ciga
rette is only as good as the tobaccos
it contains.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos
than any other popular brand.
In costly tobaccos you will find
mildness, good taste, throat-case.
Smoke Camels critically, and
give your taste a chance to appre
ciate the greater pleasure and sat
isfaction offered by the more ex
pensive tobaccos. Other cigarettes,
we believe, will taste flat and in
sipid to you forever after.

TRICKS
JUST COSTJJTR
TOBACCOS
IN

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND

t moon of last week. Good work was
done.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas and
Maynard
W. Leach
daughter Elinor are in Biddeford for
Maynard W. Leach who died at
a week.
Lillian Anttila is visiting her par his home in South Union March 20.
was born in Warren Dec. 1. 1877. son
ents. Mr. and Mrs. William Anttila.
Mrs. Henry Aho who passed the of John ar.d Nancy (Davis) Leach.
winter in Massachusetts is at her In 1907 he was married to Ular B.
Payson, also of Warren. All Ibut
home here for a short stay.
seven years of his entire life was
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. 8tickney and
two children of Belmont, are visiting spent on the Leach homestead, hc
being the fourth generation to have
in Union and Rockland
! lived thcre. In 1925 he sold the .place
Almon Heald of Readfield is visit
! and moved to Union, feeling his
ing friends here.
' health would not permit him to
Anne Thurston is home from Wmte operate a large farm.
River Junction, Vt, for a brief vaca
Mr. Leach was of a quiet and re
tion. She is accompanied by her tiring disposition, greatly attached
nephew, Joseph Robbins of Reading. to his home and famiiy, and found
Mass.
much pleasure in his work. He was
A meeting oi uie Ladies' Aid was a highly respected citizen, a man
held in the church vestry Friday aft- for whom everyone had' a good word.
He was always a true friend and
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
neighbor and will long live in the
TOWN OF OWL'S HEAD
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, ol memory of those who knew him best.
the Town of Owl's Head, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said Town He was tenderly cared for during the
and other persons having Taxable Prop years of failing health by his wife
erty within said Town, to make and
bring ln to said Assessors true snd per who gave him constant and untiring
fect lists of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, ln writing In devotion. In the last days of his
cluding Money on Hand or at Interest illness she was assisted by their
and debts due more than owing, and all
property held ln trust as Guardian daughter Elizabeth who did every
Executor. Administrator, Trustee or
otherwise (except as ls by law exempt thing possible for her father's com
from taxation) which they were pos fort.
sessor of on the first day of April. 1933.
and to be prepared to Make Oath to the
Mr. Leach is survived by his wife,
truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested to two daughters Elizabeth Leach and
notify the Assessors of the names of all Mrs. Harold Davis, one son Miles
persons of whom they have bought or
to whom they have sold taxable property Standish Leach, also a grandson
since the first day of April. 1932.
And for the purpose of receiving said Robert Davis. Funeral services were
lists and making transfers of all prop held from his late home Wednesday
erty bought or sold, the undersigned
will be In session at the Town Hall, afternoon, Rev. Richard H. Moyle
fmm 1.30 o'clock to 4 o'clock ln the
officiating.
The beautiful floral
afternoon.
MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1933
offerings
bore
evidence of love and
Special Notice to Executors. Administra
tors, Trustees or Guardians
sympathy.
Interment
was
in
The statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a true Pleasantville cemetery.

UNION

and perfect list of all taxable property
tn your possession to date of April 1.
1933, otherwise It will be taxed as thc
statute provides, and any personal ex
amination of property by the Assessors
will not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person In bringing ln true
and perfect list as required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax
according to the laws of the State and
be barred of the right to make applica
tion either to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
taxes, unless such person oilers such
list with hls application and satisfies the
Assessors that he was unable to offer lt
at the time appointed.
H. 8. MONTGOMERY
Chairman
J D. KNOWLTON
GEORGE W HASKELL
Assessors of Owl's Head
37-39

APPLETON

No news up this way but as the
writer recalls they used to say in war
times of '61, “no news ts good news.”
A letter from Mrs. A. W. McCorrl
son, who is spending the winter at
Hoilis Centre, tells friends not to
look for her homecoming until the
latter part of April, or perhaps not
until June when her niece Mrs. M. H.
Elliott and husband begin their vaca
tion and will come with her to the
old home on the Ridge.
It is still good sledding on the back
road here and Ella McLaughlin is
teaming “Trix and Bing" with sleds.
Abner Grant has hts year's wood
fitted and piled under cover but is
hacking at the trees, clearing up his
pasture and blueberry ground.
In spite of storms and bad reads
Miss Linnibel Grant and faithful
“Mary” make their trip to the village
each school day. No sleighing—only
“buggy rides.” Miss Esther McLain
has still farther to come to the same .
school and makes the trip on horse '
back.
The correspondent likes to read
the lighthouse letters. The old folks
used to tell of a ship wrecked on Boon
Island. It was a tragic story of 30
men lost, crew of an English vessel.
It can be found, partly in notes, in
Williamson's History of Maine.
Some anxiety was felt by friends
here for the safety of Mrs. Grace
Marsh when the first, earthquake
news came, but a letter received by
air mail soon after, assured of her
safety. Mrs. Marsh is employed in a
clothing store and lives with her
daughter Mrs. Harold Clark at 1854"What's worrying you, David?”
David—"I was just wonderin' if Dad 21st avenue, San Francisco. The
would see to the milkin' while we’re quake was 500 miles south.
cn our honeymoon, supposin’ you said
'yes' if I asked you.’’—Buen Humor.

10 PEOPLE OUT OF EVERY
100 HAVE STOMACH ULCER
Acidity, indigestion, heartburn, sour
stomach often lead to ulcers. Don't
ruin your stomach. Counteract these
conditions with Dr. Emil's Adla Tab
lets. C. H. Moor & Company, Drug
gists.

LIVE

BROILERS, FOWL, CHICK
ENS—DRESSED POULTRY

Also Hennery Eggs Wanted Now
Prompt returns at highest possible
prices. Quotations, tags, testimoni
als. sent on request. Our aim is to
gain and hold shippers’ confidence.
Established 25 years. Coops loaned
free.
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass.

SWAN'S ISLAND
Myron Sprague has recently been
employed by Ferd Morse, as Mr.
Morse is not able to attend his busi
ness at the wharf.
Mrs. Ruby Norton of Sanford is
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ferd Morse.
Frank Bridges arrived home Friday
night, after being away for several
days on a business trip.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met Fri
day afternoon with Mrs Myra Bridges
Mrs. Orace Stanley of Bar Harbor
was a visitor..
Capt. Roscoe Kent will soon move
into the house formerly owned by hls
mother Mrs. Hattie Kent.
Mrs. Laura Stinson went to Rock
land Friday to accompany home her
daughter who has been ill at Charles
ton.
Miss Fanny Ames, union primary
teacher went to hcr home in Vinalha
ven Saturday.
Nelson Morse was in Rockland Sat
urday on business.
Rev. W C. Osgood and family were
entertained 8unday at the home ol
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland J.. Trask.
Schools tn town closed Friday for
two weeks' vacation.

APPLETON MILLS
Miss Muriel Robbins spent lhc
weekend with her grandmother Mi's.
Addie Robbins.
There will be a balloon social at
Riverside hall Friday night, admis
sion 10 cents.
Appleton High School and the town
team played basketball Friday night.
Score was 28 to 22 in favor of A.H.S.,
referee Iva Sherman.
A truckload of young people from
Appleton attended the dance in Hep?
Corner Saturday evening. All report
ed a good lime.
Although the traveling is bad,
Georges Valley Grange held an inter
esting meeting Saturday night with j
Bert Mitchell as master. The ques- '
tion, 'Is it easier to earn a dollar than
to save one," was discussed by all the 1
members present and biought forth
many humorous remarks.
Friends of Harry Pease (formerly !
of 29-tf
this place) are glad to hear that |

he was unharmed in the recent Cali
fornia earthquake.
Several beautiful hooked and
bi aided rugs are being made in the
village.
The Thursday evening prayer meet
ing will be held with Miss Adna Pit
man this week.
*
Dorothy, Infant daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Louie Watson, is ill with
bronchitis. Dr. H. H. Plumer of
Union is in attendance.
Walter L. Sykes had the misfortune
to sprain his right wrist quite badly
recently.
Mrs. Louie Watson entertained her
Sunday School class, “Helping Hand.'
at hcr home Thursday afternoon.
There officers were elected: Merle
Griffin, president; Lonnie Griffin,
vice president; Dorothy Gushee. sec
retary; Warren Moody, treasurer;
social committee, William Norwood,
John Wyman, Eleanor Fuller; sun
shine committee, Gladys Griffin.
Jesse Arrington, Maurice Morang.
Dorothy Gushee; work committee,
Gladys Griffin.

Pains and Dizziness
Disappeared
After She Began Taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

"My grandmother and my mother
both used the Vegetable Compound
and they started me on it. I ran do a
man's work now. I am not dizzy any
more and tiie pains in my head have
all left me.”
MUS. I.ELAND FISHER
356 Center St., Huntington, Indiana
Do not endure another day without
the help (his medicine can give you.
Sold by all druggists.
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THOMASTON
Joseph L. Paquin and son Richard
motored to Portland Saturday on
business.
Mrs. Aaron Clark returned Satur
day from Knox Hospital where she
underwent an operation on her,
throat.
Mrs. Herbert White of Brookline.
Mass., spent the weekend with her
aunt Miss Mary J. Witts.
Miss Katherine Creighton is spend
ing a short vacation from the Bouve
Boston School of Physical Education
at her home here. Miss Creighton
was accompanied from Boston by
Miss Christine Hanson of Belfast,
who was her guest overnight.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon. The men, with
H. B. Shaw as chairman, will serve
supper at 6 o'clock. A fine program
is being arranged for the evening by
Mrs Evelyn Mills. Mrs. Myrtle Strong ,
and Mrs. Ethel Newcombe. represent
ing thc Beta Alpha Club
Pleasant memories of earlier days
are recalled by the notice of the death
of Mrs. Oeorge Oreen of South Thom
aston. As Miss Kate Spalding she
came to Thomaston as assistant in
the high school about 1869. and signed
the diplomas of the graduating class
of 1871. Mrs. Green was very popu
lar in the school, and always in after
years had a warm handclasp for those
of her pupils whom she met. Two
principals of the high school. Rev. H
S. Whitman and Maurice Prince have
also passed on within a few months.
Both were highly esteemed by the
pupils who profited by their instruc
tion.

L/pbts
o

of
J

WALTER
NEW YORK TRUMBULL

Capt, Ashley McKinley has been
telling me of the downward voyage
made by the Eleanor Bolling, one
of the ships of the Byrd expedition,
from New York to Little America.
It seems that the entire crew, with
the exception of Captain Brown,
the first mate and the chief engi
neer, were strictly volunteers, all
being members of the exploring
party. One or two of them may
have had active experience ln a
rowboat, but none had really done
anything to impair his standing as
in amateur. Dr. Laurence M. Gould
was second mate, because of hls po
sition as second In command to Ad
miral Byrd and because he was
able to use a sextant. When he was
not seasick, he was a very valuable
second mate.
• • •
The ship got out of New York
harbor all right, with the captain
on the bridge, the first mate at the
wheel, and the chief engineer dash
ing back and forth between the en
gine room and the stokehold. One
of the volunteer stokers bad once
had some experience with an oil
furnace ln a suburban cottage, but
the other had never done more than
turn a radiator on and off. The
Eleanor Bolling burned coal. By
frenzied effort the two were able,
while they lasted, to get up at least
two pounds of steam.
• • •
This had a bearing on something
which happened off Atlantic City.
There a revenue cutter took the
ship for a rum runner, in spite of
the “Byrd Expedition," painted
plainly In various places, and sig
naled her to stop. Captain Brown
was highly indignant and whether
he would have stopped or not ls
somewhat of a question, but some
one pulled the whistle cord, the
whistle jammed and blew for about
a minute and a half, and the ship
came to rest of her own accord. All
the steam was exhausted. When the
revenue men came aboard they were
welcomed by the officers with strong
language and by the crew with load
ed cameras. They were a sheepish
looking lot
• • •
Naturally, the mate couldn’t
spend all his time at the wheel and
when he was relieved by the first
volunteer, strange things happened.
The ship began to do a sort of com
bination tango and barrel roll. Ut
tering loud supplications to all the
gods of mariners, the captain reeled
hls way on deck. When he spoke
feelingly to the helmsman, the lat
ter was both astonished and hurt.
“Why, captain," he protested,
“she never was more than 6 Inches
off her course," meaning C inches
on the compass card.

Misses Violet and Doris Paquin
celebrated their 9th and 6th birthdays
Saturday afternoon by a tea party at
their home. The guests were Elois"
Law. Phyllis Kalloch, Marjorie
Woodcock. Lois and Lillian O'Neil.
June and Lillian Paquin and Joyce
Whitehill.
Stephen Lavender has returned to
Ellsworth to resume teaching after
a week at home.
Funeral services for James H. Fey •
ler, 74. whose death occurred Mon
day afternoon at Memorial Hospital
Damariscotta, will be held Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from the Stanley R. Cush
ing parlors. Knox street.
The Red Cross is changing its quar
ters from the Elliot block to the
rooms formerly occupied by the
Oeorges National Bank
Mrs. Orace Henderson of Warren
was a visitor Monday to her sons
Charles and family of Wadsworth
street and Reginald and family of
Main street.
Clarence Miller wno has spent the
winter with hls son in Lawry, has re
turned to make his summer home
with his son Herbert, Wadsworth
street.
Rev. J. W. Strout is a visitor in
town and is being warmly greeted by
his many friends.
Miss Helen Stetson ls having a
week's vacation from the E. B. Crock
ett stcre in Rockland.
Miss Ardell Maxey who has spent a
week in Boston, will return to duty
at the po''.office Wednesday.
Beginning April 1 Thomaston dairy
men will furnish milk to their cus
tomers at eight cents a quart.
C. L. Pascal of Rockport attended
town meeting Monday.
Orace Chapter, OES . will have a
card party at the Masonic banquet
room Wednesday evening at 7.30 Auc
tion, 63 and other card games will be
in vogue.
Thomaston students at University
of Maine who have arrived for the
spring vacation are Misses Blanche
Henry and Jane Barry. William Man
ning. Henry Fales and Paul Morgan
• • • •

Will Rice who has been at tne Cut
ting farm for a while has returned to
his home in Thomaston.
Everyone is busy manufacturing
wood and by the looks of the piles
around the buildings, oil cannot be
as popular as it is represented.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin ana I
daughter Eva were at George V. Han
ley's in Thomaston Sunday.
The fishermen are getting their
weir materials ready, preparing for
the annual catch of alewives.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P Orne were at
Mrs. Cora Orne s in Thomaston Sun
day.
Mrs. Annie Page and Mrs. R F.
Marshall called on Mrs. Cleveland
Burns in Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Lizette Jordan returned to
Thomaston Sunday after spending a
week with relatives here.
Walter Jordan of Portland was a
caller on his aunt Mrs. Annie Buck
lin Friday.
William Simmons and family at
tended the funeral of his mother
SPRING IS HERE!
Mrs. Randall Simmons in Camden
Booth Tarkington’* "Maud and Cousin Bill” In one of their more co
Friday.
operative moment!. The odds would teem to be ai much In Maud's favor
Eugene Crockett of Thomaston has
here ai they are three times weekly in Mr. Tarkington’! radio aketchea.
been a recent guest at Alonzo Lead—
better's.
want a cheap coat--)
Sandy
—
“
I
Magistrate
—
"You've
committed
six
There is a young farmer in the
hanger."
western part of the town who when burglaries in a week."
Assistant—"Yes sir; twopence.”
Prisoner—“That's right. If every
the traveling is too bad to get his car
Sandy—“Twopence! Is there noth- i
out, takes a pail of produce in each one worked as hard as I do we'd be
hand and walks into Thomaston, re-' on the road to prosperity.’’—Humorist lng cheaper?"
AssistanU-“Yes, sir, a nail."
turning with the money in his pocket. ’ (London),

Owing to a few such trifling Inci
dents, the ship, which had been due
to reach Norfolk early on Tuesday,
did not arrive until Wednesday
afternoon. This was a bit alarm
ing to relatives of the crew who had
gone there to meet her, especially
as some of the papers carried head
lines saying that the ship was over
due and probably had sunk. But
with the mate again nt the wheel
she came Into harbor nobly.
• • •
Meanwhile, the first volunteer
stokers had given their best and
their all. They were tenderly laid
In bunks and Captain McKinley and
the doctor took orer the stoking
Job. They stoked a large part of
the way to New Zealand. They did
well and would have done better.
If the furnace doors had not formed
the habit of swinging shut just
when they wanted to throw coal in.
Pair by pair, the huskiest of the
volunteers took their turn In the
stokehold, but the steam gage re
mained at about the same point. At
New Zealand a couple of Scandina
vian professionals were signed.
From the time they took over, It
was possible at all times to blow
the whistle without stopping the
ship. They weighed about 130
pounds each.
• • •
Mrs. Loretto Harrington
Entering the New Zealand har
Funeral services for Mrs. Loretto G bor. Captain McKinley had been
promoted to the wheel. If the ship
Harrington, widow of Capt William
had been an airplane or a dirigible,
Harrington, were held at the Baptist he would have been an expert pilot.
Church at Wileys Corner Saturday As It was, a small misunderstanding
afternoon. Rev. Frederick W. Barton arose between him and the captain.
• • «
of Tenant's Harbor officiated, and the
“Port,” ordered the latter, mean
bearers were Fred Redman, Edward
Keating. Charles C. McDonald and ing apparently that he wanted tlie
Ralph Carroll.
Mrs. Harrington, wheel turned to port. But Ashley
McKinley naturally thought he was
whose death occurred March 23, was a referring to tlie ship. The captain
native cf St Oeorge, daughter of was so surprised at the result of
Joseph and Mary (Reed) Gillis of hls command that the ship, like a
Boothbay. She married Capt. Wil- | cat chasing its tail, made practical
liam Harrington of St. George and ly a complete circle to port before
had lived in Thomaston about 60 he recovered his power of speech.
years, having had her home since the But by the time the Elennor Bolling
reached Little America every one,
death of her husband, with her son ' including the captain, first mate and
Capt. Hollie Harrington. Feb. 28. chief engineer, had obtained a Int
1917, she joined the Baptist Church of experience and all were able sea
in Thomaston by letter, and was a men.
<©. 1933. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
member at the time of hcr death. I
She was also a member of the Grange
at St. Oeorge, and of Grace Chapter, U. S. Names Are Added
to British Who’s Who
OKS. of this town. She is survived
Loudon.—Several new American
by two sons, Capt. Hollie Harrington,
and Ralph Harrington of Brewer. names were listed in the 1933 edi
tion nf the British Who's Who, pub
Burial was in Thomaston.
lished recently.
Among those Included were Clar
ence Darrow, attorney; DuBnse
Heyward, novelist; Itockwell Kent,
COAL, WOOD, COKE
artist; Anne Parrish, novelist; Carl
LUMPY SOFT COAL, ton
$7.’5
Laemmle. motion picture producer,
RUN OF THE MINE, ton, $7.00
and Phyllis Boltome, novelist.
HALF TON,
$»0)
—
QUARTER TON.
$2.23
Tramp
—
"But,
lady, every Christ- 7
HARD COAL, ton,
$13.50
COKE, ton,
$10.50 mas for twenty-five years I've re- ,
FITTED SOFT WOOD, foo‘, $1.0) ceived something from this house, since before you were born."
Miss Fortyodd—“Oh, well that’s dif
J. B. PAULSEN
ferent. I'll see what I can do."—Dub- I
fEt. THOMASTON 81-2
32-lt
j 1 in Opinion.
I

5DAP5
SOAP POWDERS
BROOMS
AMMONIA
MOPS AMO
POLISHES

NATION-WIDE
Yellow Laoadry

Soap 6

Bit
®‘«
e.“

SOAP
CHIPS

MAR. 27-APR. 1

Mop Heads
Mop Sticks
Brooms
Wind-O-Wash
Old Dutch Cleanser

23

NATION-WIDE high quality

PATENT SPRINGS

0

io*

Each

w

O

GOOD QUALITY

LOOK 'EM OVER

HANDITONGS
PHIK wilh

RED
CAP

Purchase of Each Can

.2

Tall
Can

23*

Cans

15*

SPECIAL FOOD VALUES

SPLENDID
•BAND

lull
Quart

OUABANTKKD

Electric Bulbs
15-25-40-50-60 WATT
■•gnlar Pries see task
_____ lC

J49‘

FRANCO-AMERICAN

Spaghetti f-’X 2

15*

WAT
75 and 100
100 WATT

Regular• Prlee 3He
______kC

w

Each

A LOW PRICE

Gold Dust
'sr

New York Times Editorial
Mammoth cave, the largest known
izes On Action of the St.
envern In the world, was discovered
ln 1809 by a hunter named Hutch
George Overseers
ins. lt ls situated ln Edmonson

county, Kentucky, near Green river,
about 125 miles southwest of Lex
ington. Tliere are several streams
In the cave, the principal one being
Echo river, which Is nearly threequarters of a mile long nnd com
municates with Green river. The
Styx is nhout 450 feet long and
crossed by a remarkable natural
bridge. Tliere are avenues which
extend for miles, anti great cham
bers spacious enough to hold sky
scraper office buildings. All of the
linlls offer to view a grent variety of
crystals and Incrustations, stalag
mites and stnlactites, and with the
cataracts and fountains form a most
picturesque scenery.
Trips through the cave are ar
ranged at certain hours under the
direction of expert guides. Trips
1 and 2 require only a fey hours.
Trip 3, which is about seven miles,
takes about half a day. Trip 4,
which Is said to be nearly 20 miles,
takes an entire day, and requires
the carrying of lunches.
A new entrance to Mammoth cave
opened several years ago. has thrge
trips. One of these routes includes
Robertson avenue, discovered In
September, 1921. It contains the
most remarkable and beautiful for
mations in Mammoth cave.

*

WANTED
♦
st

I
It * -

POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY,
Orace Bt.. City.
________________ Hf
GIRL wanted to do general housework.
WINDSOR HOTEL_________________37-tf
I WILL do work of any kind, lawn,
house, anything—promptly and reason
ably. FRED HOWARD, 209 Main St.
Phone 144 City.
35-40
AGENTS wanted to sell our hosiery.
Best qualities. Complete line. Oet our
special selling proposition. LeBARON
HOSIERY CO.. Everett. Mass.
34-39
JERSEY COW coming In this spring
wanted
State price, first letter. 17
CENTRAL ST., Camden.
35-37

Tenant's Harbor March 26.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
My religious reading of the New
York Times disclosed an article on the
editorial page of last Saturday's issue
which carried a familiar name in the
headline. While I do not agree in
entirety with the author, the signifi
cant fact of the article is its presence
in the editorial columns of the coun
try's greatest newspaper. It makes
one who resides here proud to realize
that although we are geographically
isolated and wholly insignificant as
regards population, the outside world
does know that such a town exists
Imagine New York, with its own
multitudinous economic problems,
taking ours to task!
W. L. W.
The article follows:
SL George's Land Dragon
In the Maine county named after
General Henry Knox the town of St
S. C. R I. RED Chicks, high producing
State tested and accredited for
Oeorge occupies an amphibious posi •train.
pullorum disease. Write M M KIN
tion. It is a peninsula surrounded on NEY. Thomaston. Me St Oeorge road,
or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14 .
37-42
three sides by the Atlantic. Its situ
1000 CHICK CAPACITY coal brooder,
ation and its instinct prompt it to go complete with pipe for sale. O. B
37-39
down upon the sea in motor boats. RACKLIFFE. 19 Birch St
The ocean is a friend prized not only
when you ere punning to sell your
for the communication It affords, but | wards. Tel. 806-J. Rockland
26-tf
as a pervading and unrepealable sym
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
eggs, prices to suit the times. ALbol of Neal Dow and hls law. St. ing
BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me 26-tf
Hibernation Method Used
Oeorge looks at the deep with affec
NATURAL ground sea sheila are best
by Animals and Reptiles
tion Its dragons are terrestrial and for poultry. By ton, !8 delivered Write
ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me
Many animals avoid starvation In
a little hard of slaying, but the Over
the winter by hibernating. Tliat Is
S. C R I. BABY chlx from tested
what the woodchuck nnd chipmunk seers of the Pcor have made a begin stock. Ill per hundred; tn lota of three
hundred or more tlO per hundred
R
ning.
and ground squirrel do; also various
W. DAVIS A SONS.
36-41
’ have given public notice that
mice, lemmings and sundry ’’small .. Thej
..
. ...
R I. Red chlcka from state tested, acdeer” of that ilk, not to speak of they "cannot and Will not, directly or credited, trapnested stock. <12 per 100.
such larger animals as the skunk, Indirectly, support any family or lndi- j w L M£RR1AM Pnion. Me.------------- is-tf
raccoon and bear. Then there are vidual who are in possession Of an
8 c R 1 K*'d chick, three years state
accredited, prue according to number.
the snakes that creep Into tiny cav automobile." They deem it
Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
Eggs for hatching Write for prices. E.
erns among the rocks, and twist
wholly unfair to those who havc C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
themselves Into hall-like masses that
26-tf
sacrificed and gone without this
resemble the horrid head of Medu
BABY CHIX. Wyllie s Strain 8. C. Sleds.
luxury and have saved for thc One quality—the Best. $12 per hundred.
sa, conserving the little warmth
Discount on 500 or over. P. H. WYLLIE
their sluggish blood possesses.
present rainy-day period to be A
SON. Thomaston. Me . R 1. Phone
Turtles and other cold-blooded
22-tf
taxed at this time for the support Warren 10-6.
creatures sink into the mud nt
of baby chicks reduced. 3. C.
of those who have squandered thelr R PRICE
I Reds, accredited hock, heavy lay
ponds, making friends with fishes
earnings and ln some cases thelr ing strain, hatches each week, one to five
In thelr crystnl parlor under the
hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 111.
savings to pay for and maintain Orders of a thousand and over. 110 per
Ice; or burrow deeply Into the soil,
100
C N. LIOHT. Waldoboro. Me.
the luxury of an automobile. •
consorting nmlcahly with Innumer
Tel 17-12.
17-38
One
man's
luxury
ls
another
man's
able Insect-grubs nnd worms wait
TO MY old and new customera
throughout
Knox
and
Lincoln
Counties
ing the time when they may burst necessary. To many workmen, to desiring thelr eggs hatched I wish to an
out in the spring sunshine as busy many farmers the motor car has nounce I am ready to take them on
Saturday throughout the season.
lieetles or grasshoppers.—Montreal seemed to belong to the latter cate every
Notify me a week in advance as to the
Herald.
number
eggs to be hatched
Why
gory. Even such of the erring unem- pay 12c of
or more for chicks when you
ployed of St. George as have been can
them for 5 cents Write for
. , ,
,
.,
, V. ! particulars
Baby chicks 12c. HA WEB
Warm Meeting
able to cling to their "luxury might Hatchery. A. C. Hawes. Union. Tel.
Little Miles liked to play out tn argue that they have bcen using lt to
the cold and snow so well that he look for work, so that they might no
•t ♦ ♦♦•*♦♦
«.
often stayed out till hls toes and longer be dependent upon the town (
fingers ached. Then he would come treasury for relief. That is a minor . ’
in crying and mother would have
to rub his hands and feet to relieve point, however, compared with the | „
furnished apartment to let. ail new
the pain. She told him he must quit larger question which these Overseers
staying out till he got so cold, but have raised so bluntly and positivelj ocean st. Tei. 6i8-w
37-39
bo continued to stay out too long Did ever) body now poor who has or
FIVE ROOM trnempnt to ,ct
and came in crying. At last hls once had an automobile squander his
furnace heat 120 milton
31-tf
mother told him she would spank earnings or his savings when he M ORIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
AT 23 Franklin St , Rockland, up
, him the next time he came In cry
bought and used it? Was the pur stairs apartment. !12 month, will do
ing. One cold morning a few days
repairs
MRS DAVID OSIER. R 4.
35-37
later, the little fellow came in chase of a motor car ar extravagance Waterville. Maine
wringing his hands and with tears and the purchase of • ..otor boat a
LOWER apartment, nve rooms and
running down his cheeks and a sob laudable expenditure implying provi- bath to let, at 20 CAMDEN ST. Tei.
639-J_____________________________ 26-tf
] dence and thrift? Art the Overseers
In his voice, he said:
room furnished apartment to
“Oh! Mother 1 I'm not crying. I'm of the Poor merely damning sins they let.THREE
14 week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
35-tf
Just laughing. It's pretty warm this have no mind to? With all respect St Tel 1080
morning."
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
to the St. Oeorge economists, one fears
three room furnLshcd apartment, both
the influence of geography even upon heated and newly finished. MRS.
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
26-tf
those doubtless celestial minds.
Treea Control Sand Dune
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St.. heated
One
cannot
feel
an
entire
"onflAn excited example of sand dune
and lighted. 13 50 week V. F. 8TUDcontrol hy forest planting ls report dence in their impartiality till they | USY. 283 Main st Tel 1080_______ 26-tf
ed by the forest service. United show to the dragons of the main the furnished apartment to let. two
„
. .....
, ..
.
,
rooms and private bath 192LIMEROCK
States Department of Agriculture. 3ame
hostility as to thc dragons of j st. Tei goo or 211-M
24-tf
At Saugatuck, Mich., Old Bald Head
the mainland.
] APARTMEN7 of five rooms aud bath,
mountain, 300 feet high and wilh nn
, second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
---------------------1 Anne v flint Tei. 1013-M
19-tf
eroding area of four acres, ls one
,--- ■ - —
of the largest and best known dunes
The class had been instructed Ij > apartment to let in Blckneu Block.
264
in the state. For some time it had write an essay on winter. One child'.: MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 26-tf
been encroaching on the channel of attempt read as follows:
apa
the Kalamazoo river and threaten
rooms
Applv at CAMDEN
ROCK'In winter it is very cold. Many LAND
26-tf
ing cottages near Its base. Under
WATER CO. Tel 634
direction of the extension forester old people die in winter, and many
in Michigan, the dune was planted birds also go to a wanner climate."—
to trees in April, 1931. The city Tit-Bits.
again planted trees ln 1932.
The Idea behind this column Is to
Lowaat Temperature Recorded

KELLOGG")

AU Bran

large

FOR HEALTH l>kR

19*

SEASIDE BRAND—Fancy

Pink Salmon

Tall

Can

IO*

I for

LAMPS

THE "LAND DRAGONS"

st**-*‘*-*****'****'«****«*****w*-**>ia
• EGGS AND CHICKS♦

- - - *y
«
*
••—R

Barter Column

AMMONIA
18*
HUB

Kentucky'* Mammoth Cave
Was Discovered by Hunter

TO LET

Bars ,

CleanQuick

SPECIALS

Every-Other-Day

15*

SPLENDID BRAND—Fancy Blue Rose

Rice loiis bTrd co. JlilS*
SPLENDID BRAND

Beans

No 2
FANCY
CUT CRANBERRY (Jan

BIRD'S BRAND

Beans

FANCY

>y<
NATION-WIDE—BRAIDED—50

Cookies — e fevorite

with the whole family

©ib.

IO

10 Oz
Pkg

15

New Low Price

Pitted Dates

feity, Old-Fathioned Moleaei

No 2

CUT GOLDEN WAX

NATION WIDE—I ancy

MOLASSES
CAKE

IO

I t

Clothes Lines

w

PACKAGE

Clothes Pins

24 in
Pkg

9‘

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

In Everybody’s Colnmn i

make possible the exchange of goods or
services between people who wish to
trade some possesion of theirs for other
goods or articles. 81mply address the
Class:ifled Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
The charge Is 25 cents for one Insertion
of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser
____
tions.
Larger ad prices on application.
Phone 770

According to an Item in a Moscow
Advertisements ln thia column not to
newspaper, the earth’s coldest tem exceed three llnea Inserted once for 25
cents, three tlmea for 50 cent,
Addlperature thus far recorded was 111.5 tional lines five cent, each for one time.
degrees below zero Fahrenheit In 10 cent, for three time,. Six words
make a line.
1892 nt Upper Yansk, in the Yakut
f ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex
republic, Siberia. On February 5
change live stock please write or phone
and 7, 1892. a temperature of 90.4
LUDWICi MOTOR SALES. Tel. 135, Neweaetle, Me._________________________ 21-tf
degrees below zero Fahrenheit wns
Boards for a partition. I'd like some
recorded at Verkhoyansk in Siberia.
to bulld a partition. Will trade
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦ n boards
Although there is some doubt as to
for en awning or truck cover. Write
POCKET BOOK lost between The ROCKLAND AWNINO CO., 15 Willow
whether the Instruments were prop
Brunswick and Newbert's Restaurant
14-16
erly exposed, the United States Reward Return to FIRST NATIONAL St, City. __________
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
37-39
weather bureau says that this figure STORE or THE BRUNSWICK
Water Heater, size 4. stvle F.
WIRE HAIRED fox terrier lost, answers Oas Hot
Is generally accepted ns the lowest
a, new. for a quantity of wood or
to name 8klp. white and tan Has collar good
coal,
for
service or cash.
ever recorded under natural condi and chain attached Reward Notify Hseter gnod trucking
n,,w' Apply Nell S. Perry.
CITY MATRON
tions.
37-39 THE COURLER-OAZETTE Office,
14-16
111
___ I

: LOST AND FOUND ♦

Flowers Accommodate Insects

Many flowers that have thelr
pollen carried from one plant to an
other hy special Insects that work
only in the daytime, keep thelr
blossoms open only during the
hours when the Insects are at work.
Others, such ns the honeysuckle,
that make use of the night-flying
moths ns well ns o. bees and but
terflies for their p lienizatlon, re
main open day and night.
Bronte Age Relic!

Lumps of metal unearthed by
workmen digging foundations at
Slough. Buckinghamshire, have been
found to be Bronze nge relics, pre
sumably battle-axes, 4.000 years
old. and It Is thought a foundry
stood on tlie site.

Young Author—"The art ln telling
a story consists of knowing wha-t to
leave unsaid."
Married Rounder—"It doesn't make
any difference, my boy. My experi
ence is that she finds out. anyway."—
Sydney Bulletin.

between 8 Cottage St and Warren St ,
School
MRS. ROLAND CHAMBER- , Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will
LAIN. 8 Cottage St. Tel. 73-J.
35-37 exchange right. P. O BOX 441. City.
14-16

WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
new Addressogreph complete, standard
Fl Addressograph No 32382 for M plates,
foot power selector to work with dupli
flat envelope plate No 2 less regu
•
- -------- ------------4 cator.
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;
one Ol Oraphotype No. 10064 for M plates
LARGE black horse for sale. CHARLES No. 10 type. 44 cap carriage for style M
A. WEYMOUTH. City Farm
37-39 plates, complete with metal stand, copy
holder, cover and 20 extra dies and
LUMP soft coal. |7 50; Bcreened.
hard coal. 113 50: coke. $10 50. n punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaaton 84-2.
30-tf style M blank plates, stub sec ; 7.CS0
style M plates, bottom sects; 7.000 style
**
M blank p|at<">- »°P
frames.
150 ft. brake linings Will take 25 > off ! style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
Pr(c,e
clean out lot. W. J. olive green cabinet; one base. This mo.
GREELEY, Liberty._______________ 37-39 I chine Is brand new and can be bought
ON account of sickness I have for sale i Bt one-half the nctual price; and can be
four cows, one beef, three giving milk; I ifeP. *5 this office any time. Address
my farm of 50 acres, more or less, two N. 8. Perry, COURIER-OAZETTE. Rock
24-31
bouses which could be easily divided, land. Me.
store Included. For further particulars
Inquire on premises, or write BOX 60.
Route 3, Waldoboro. Me.
35-37
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted, 110;
Junks. !8.
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston ♦
Tel. 122-2.
35-tf | |
BAND SAW. 22 ln. with 12 saws. 3 R
h. p. motor, starting switch, half price.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Roek
H. L. TIBBETTS, R D 3. Waldoboro land Hair Store, 24 Elm St Mall ordera
Mr.
35-37 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
26-tf
LATE 1930 one-half ton Ford truck
for sale. Low mileage, extra good ebnORDERS taken for cakes, chocolate,
dltlon. ARTHUR C. LEWIS.
East white or gold. MRS. R. S. SHERMAN.
34-36
Friendship.
35-37 Tel. 103-W.
FARM for sale. 65 acres land. Barn
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Orandand camp. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main father and antiques. Call
Jall and deliver.
St. Tel. 1080 .
30-tf S. A. MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St..
Rockland,
Me.
26-tf
EASY WASHER for sale, excellent con
dition. P0. Can lie seen at C. M. P
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
Service Building. AUSTIN OARDNER Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Tel. 74-M.
35-37
28-tt

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Every-OtEer-Day
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Mrs. Hazel Atwood who has been
AFRICAN SUBJECTS
FROM MRS. MORAN
ill with grippe for a week, is gaining
slowly.
Furnish the Methebesec Club Wife of Our Representative

With Another Nice Pro
Meets Notables At Press I
Mrs. Elmer Kalloch of Holmes
street entertained “Swastika Club"
gram—New Member
Club Banquet
Friday evening. Mrs. Abbie Styles
Mrs. Angelica Glover was hostess
A letter from Mrs. Irene S. Moran,
substituted for Mrs. Herbert Kallcch.
ia addition to personal notes regard
At the Speech Readers Club meet Prizes were awarded to Mrs Raymond to the Methebesec Club Friday after wife of Representative E. Carl
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information ol ing Thursday afternoon Mrs. N. L. Cross. Mrs. Lewis Coltart and Miss noon, with 28 members and one Moran. Jr., will be read with much
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
guest present. Miss Annie Frye as interest. She writes:
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Witham was in charge of the lesson. Susan Spear.
gladly received.
Tournament practice was conducted
program chairman presented a paper
“It is beautiful here in Washing
TELEPHONE _________________ 770 or 794
by Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman. The
Saturday night was a momentous on “Africa as a Literary Setting." ton now. everything becoming green
Ex-Governor and Mrs. Wm. Tudor annual Federation membership drive occasion in the life of a prominent Other papers were by Mrs. Irene and springlike. Narcissus and jon
Gardiner, accompanied by their was discussed, and leaflets were dis resident of St. George, who, having ; Walker on "Kipling's AiLica' and quils and crocus are in bloom. Soon
daughter Margaret and son Sylvester, tributed setting forth the advantages reached "a ripe old age," was tend Mrs. Gladys Morgan on "Africa in the famed cherry blossoms will be
ered a surprise party by four Rock Music." The papers showed much here, also the lovely dogwood and
returned Thursday from a several of the Federation.
land friends, in honor of the event. thought and care in preparation. mountain laurel.
weeks' trip abroad. They visited
Miss Doris Hyler and grandmother. A stealthy entrance was made into The club chorus sang Oley Speaks'
“I went to the National Press
many countries on the continent,
Mre. Elizabeth Mills, who have been the cellar, where the electric power “On the Road to Mandalay words | Women's Club dinner for Mrs.'
taking a Mediterranean cruise and
occupying an apartment in the Frank was disconnected, and results eager by Rudyard Kipling.
Roosevelt, as the guest of Elizabeth j
visiting Egypt.
A. Maxey house, Warren street dur ly awaited. Before Alfred descended
Thc annual report of the secretary, Craig. Mrs. Garner and all the
Mrs. E. R. Veazie will be hostess to ing the winter, havc returned to War- to the basement to investigate, the Mrs. Jane Beach, was heard with Cabinet ladies except Mrs. Ickes were ,
current had been turned on again. interest, as were these other annual there. The guest list read like a page
Chapin Class this evening at her)ren'
and then things happened. It suf reports: Hospitality committee, Mrs. of 'Who's Who in Washington!' I
home on Talbot avenue.
MLss Alice White and Miss Marjorie
fices that the intruders were Anally Ava JackSftn; benevolences, Mrs. Su met Dolly Gann who wears her hair
Post
spent the weekend at their home
Mrs. Fred Linnell who has been the ,
discovered, and a Jolly evening was ella Sheldon; music division of the in a pompadour, with long glittering J
guest of relatives and friends in J in Owl’s Head. They are attending spent at baseball and the puzzle ta program committee. Mrs. Walker; ear rings, and who was resplendent
school in this city.
Rcckland and vicinity returned to
ble. Alfred was presented with a social division, Mrs. Julia Murray. in gold and green and white brocade.
Boston Saturday.
The Saturday Night Club tendered' ' hopc chest ’ and some fruJtMrs. Glover appointed as a nomi I only looked at Alice Roosevelt j
nating committee to report at the Longworth who sat near me. She j
a delightful birthday observance to
Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore was
Mrs. K. C. Rankin entertained the next meeting Mrs. Mary Cooper, wore black velvet, no Jewels, and
Mrs. C. A. Packard and Mrs. E. W
hostess to Browne Club Friday eve
Sewing Club Friday evening.
chairman, Mrs. Maud Blodgett and surveyed the scene through an up
Freeman at the apartments of Mrs
ning at her home on Granite street,
Miss Edith Bicknell.
lifted lorgnette—always the Princess
Edward Gonia. Dinner was followed
with 19 present. The time was de
Mrs. J. N. Southard and Mrs. F. L.
Mrs. Gertrude Burrows was ad Alice. A number of famous authors
by cards, with honors going to Mrs
Weeks were hostesses to the Break
voted to sewing. The meeting of
mitted to membership. It was voted were there—Sophie Kerr. Margaret
C. M. Richardson and Mrs, E. O. Dow.
fast Bridge Club yesterday at a to add $7.50 to the appropriation of
April 7. will be with Mrs. Freeman
There was a birthday cake for each cf
Culkin Banning, Frances Parkinson
"Prosperity Luncheon" at Mrs. South $2 50 from the ways and means comF. Brown. Beech street.
Keyes, Emily Newell Blair, Margaret
the honor guests, who also received
ard's home. Spring flowers were used
,
,
mlttce
to
purchase
books
for
the
Sawyer, etc.
potted
plants
as
gifts.
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence who has
ln decorations, with a color scheme of Public Llbrary and Mlsj Caroline
Amelia Earhart Putnam wore a
been visiting her mother, Mrs. G. H.
Mrs Lizzie Philbrook was a guest green and yellow carried out in table Jameson, Miss Helen D. Perry and j very tailored evening gown of white,
r
Blethen, returned to Aurora, N. Y.. Thursday of her aunt, Mrs. W. O appointments.
Miss Ellen Daly were named to se- j with metal buttons, and a sporty
Saturday, to resume her dut'es as Cummings, on her way from Massa
Mrs. Freeman 8. Young who is visit led books. It was also voted to give white coat. She towered above the
dietitian at Weils College. She was chusetts to her home in Matinicus.
ing in Boston for ten days, plans to a dinner to the Boys and Girls Serv- | other ladies, and seemed to. She was
accompanied as far as Boston by Mrs.
ice Club. Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. very friendly and had the most loveFred Linnell.
Mrs Richard K Sncw of Ocean spend a few days in Portland with
Beach and Miss Bicknell were named . ly fresh complexion. All of the
avenue was hostess to Sleeper Bible her brother, Elton Twaddell, on the
a ccmmittee to assist Mrs. Jennie ' women Representatives were presRoger Miller of Waldoboro was Class yesterday.
way home.
1 Allen Wilson and her helpers.
i cnt, as were some of the 'lame ducks.'
weekend guest of Miss Felice Perry.
Subjects proposed for study for the Ed.th Nourse Rogers and Ruth
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton ls confined
The S. T Club was entertained Fri
E. E. Stoddard motored to Orono day by Miss Eva Regers. Bridge hon to her home, 18 Simmons street, by 1933-34 season include: Russia. Mis- Bryan Owen chared honors as the
cellaneous. Art and Science. Mem- I most popular, it seemed.
Mrs
Friday and on his return was accom ors were won by Mrs. Wesley Thurs illness.
panied by his ion Richard, Maurice ton, Mrs. Harold F. Horrccks and Mrs.
bers are asked to consider these sub- I Roosevelt chuckled at all the jibes
Elmer Larrabee haJ opened his cot jects seriously before the next meet- , aad sallies directed at her and her
Hall. Miss Thelma Blackington and Chauncey Keen? Tnere were three
tage in Cushing for the season.
Almon B. Cooper. Jr., for the ten tables.
ing and be prepared to cast a deflnlte j ftamily, and appeared to enjoy it
days' Easter recess from University
v°t«, thoroughly. She is much admired in
Christopher, son
of Maine.
. „of . Mrs
, Ruth O , It was announced that Mrs. Sidney j Washington for her easy informality
Miss Eleanor Bird wns heme froir
°[ MOntClair'.N Y • ls.recovcrln? St. Felix Thaxter cf Portland is to ' and naturalness.
Old Town for the weekend.
from a severe attack of bronchial
Raymond Hoch was given a sur
read Noel Coward's play "Cavalcade" i "At Janette Shouse's tea I met
prise Friday evening at his home on
Mrs T C. Stone was guest last pneumonia.
before the club and guests either 1 ‘Madame Secretary', Miss Perkins,
Broad street as a birthday celebra week cf Mr. and Mrs Edward Byron
April
14 or 15. each member to invite our Arst woman cabinet member
Mrs Edward F. Rochester (Gwen
tion. There were 29 guests, drawn in Augusta. She was Joined by Mr.
dolyn Wolfe) of Arlington. Vt., is three guests. This will be in the Uni She is thoroughly human and nice,
chiefly from the young people of the Stone for a weekend with relatives in
expected to arrive Friday to be the versalist vestry. Mrs. Thaxter has and the way she recalls names and
Methodist Church.
Games and Cornish.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis for had the beneAt of stage experience laces is amazing. The tea was a
music were enjoyed, and refresh
in addition to being an avid studen; charming affair. Mrs. Shouse and
In the mixed contract tournament a week.
ments featured five birthday cakes.
of the drama, and her appearance is I her husband. Mrs. Garner, Mrs.
Mr. Hoch was presented with a pen Friday evening at Mrs. Alan L. Bird's
Miss Helen Mattson home frem being anticipated with much pleas- ! Charles Evans Hughes and Miss
card rooms Nathan F. Farwell arid
and pencil set.
Miss Wheelock's Kindergarten Train ure
i Orace Abbott, as well as MLss PerMrs. Ensign Otis were north and
ing School has as guest MLss Corali?
-----------------I kins, received. The rooms were
William Ellingwood. Jr., Saxon south, with G. M. Derry and W. H Chauvin of Middle Rock, Ark., a
FARMINGTON NORMAL fragrant with Easter lilies, iris and
Lurvey, Marguerite and Helen de- Olendenning cast and west. There senior at the school.
I yellow roses, and after sampling the
------Rcchemont are home from Colby wil! b? supervised play Thursday aft
A Collection of News Items delicacies of the tea table, at which
ernoon and a gentlemen's tourna
College for the Easter recess.
The annual student day program
Featuring Knox County the wiJc °r the Oerman ambassador
ment Friday evening.
of the Rubinstein Club takes place
c j
poured, we went onto the ten-ace
Miss Rose Adams and brother.
Friday afternoon at the Universalist
students_______
which overlooked the jardrn _ a
Miss
Barbara
Blaisdell
is
home
Oeorge Adams, and Arthur K. Orne.
vestry, with Mrs. Lorita Bicknell in
Virginia Snow of Rockland, senior lovely «urden built wound a simple
of the faculty of the Wassookeag from Lascll Junior College for 10 days. charge. Parents and music teachers
School. Dexter, arrived Thursday for
in Uie Home Economics Department fountain.
arc
to
be
guests
of
the
club,
and
the
Miss Lucy Rhodes was hostess to
“But enough of social things. 11
the spring vacation.
young folks participating in the pro was chairman of the tea dance
the Cardinal Club Saturday afternoon
steal away to the library what time '
March
18.
gram may Invite friends who are parMrs. Arnold Rogers gave a supper at, her home on Cedar street. It was I
• • • •
11 have free. Wednesday I spent all
ticulariy Interested. All teachers preand bridge Friday honoring Mrs the Anal meeting of thc season.
senting pupils are asked to notify Mrs. I Plans ««
underway for the day ““re. with only time out for
Dorothy Lawrence of Aurora, N. Y.
1 new play to be presented by the lunch with Carl at thc House resMrs. A. J. Murray entertained the I Bicknell at once.
Honors were won by Mrs. Lawrence,
1
_____
Dramatics Society — a three - ac. taurant. I Anally polished off two
Benjamin Dowling and Mrs. William Congo-Mates at bridge yesterday at
Miss Ethel Thomas and mother' comedy entitled "Miss Adventure.' poems I've been working on for some
her home on Talbot avenue.
Rich, Jr.
Mrs. Annie Thomas, of Machias, are and which will be given in the new . time I've met some of the Washspending a week with Mr. and Mrs. grammar school. The exact date has ington poets — Caroline Giltinan.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Bert
Witham
enter

Miss Margery Jackson and Miss
Benjamin Musser, John Lee Higgins
Donald Kelsey. They motored here not yet been set.
Jessie Kelley, whose birthdays fell tained the Chase Farm Crowd Friday with Samuel Sezak. principal of MillJean Alderson, and our own Alice
at
supper,
bridge
and
sewing.
cn Thursday, were given an informal
March 24. in the alumni gym, an LawTy Oould. I attended one meet-;
bridge High School, who returned
party that evening by Mrs. Bernice
exhibition of physical education was in& of the Poetry Section of thc
Mr and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and Sunday.
Jackson of Hall street. A few son George of Freeport. Long Island
given by members of the Arst-y?ar I/?1gue of American Penwomen.
friends were asked in for the evening, N. Y.. and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hod
Mi's Daphne Winslow returned class. Miss Mae E. Tilton, director of
have a studio at Stoneleigh
apd the time was spent happily in son and son Spaulding, of Reeds Saturday to Norway to resume her ' jirjs’ athletics, coached the exhl- ‘ Court. My name has gon? in for
cards. Refreshments included birth Ferry. N. H., who were called here teaching duties after spending a week bition. The proceeds will be used to membership.
day cakes.
by the death of Mrs. George Green, with her mother Mrs. C. E. Rollins.
help on the debts remaining on the
spent a pleasant afternoon with
new gym.
'
j Helen Lord recently, spoke at a
have returned.
University of Maine students home
Mrs. Lena K Sargent was hostess
• • • •
D.AH. meeting for Mrs. George
for the spring recess include Carl
Mrs George Avery of North Main to the THE. Club last evening at
Coach Roy's quintet closed the Smith Newcombe (Edith Washburn)
Thurston, Henry Marsh, Wesley street was hostess to the Thimble bridge at the apartments of Mrs. Ed
basketball season with a good record, i °? Thomaston), have seen 'Of Thee I
Wasgatt, Lucien Green. Jr.. Charles Club last evening.
ward Gonia.
Farmington wins the Chrissikos Cup Sing,' 'Oreen Pastures' and 'CouncilBicknell, Francis McAlary, Graham
pcrmanently.
Out of 17 games this ’ lor-at-law for plays.”
A pleasing musical program was
Hills, Cynthia Wasgatt and Miss
Mr and Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth
season the team was defeated once— I “Carl is extremely busy, devoting
presented
Sunday
evening
in
conjunc

Ruth Perry.
entertained informally Sunday eve
by Berlin, N. H.. by a score of 24 to i almost his entire time to aid the
ning at their home, the occasion be tion with the meeting of the Com
banks of our district. He was chosen
Miss Lucy French, on her way ing an observance of Mr. and Mrs. rades ot the Way at the Congrega 42.
for three committees — Merchant
home from Wheaton College for the Harold Allen's wedding anniversary. tional vestry. Features were trumpet
Charles Gillis of Calais and Annie ■ Marine. Radio and Fisheries, Vet- I
Easter vacation, was a guest Thurs Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Har solos by Leon White Jr., piano solos
Preble of South Portland, students j erans, and Accounts. Now he has
day of Miss Flora Colson at Oak old B. Burgess. Dr. and Mrs. Blake by Margaret Dunton and sax solos by
ln the second year class, and Mary been asked to serve on the CongresGrove Seminary.
Annis and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Miss Florence Dean.
Donovan of Waterville, of the Arst sional Elections Committee of the
Coombs.
Maurice Orbeton. district traffic
John A. Snow who has been in Palm year class, have been chosen to rep Democratic Party. These are dark
manager of thc New England Tele
The Diligent Domes had luncheon Beach. Fla . for the winter lias re resent the school at the Eastern days, but I do think there has bcen
phone & Telegraph Co., who was in Friday at the home of Mrs. E. Stew turned home and is visiting hls State Conference for Normal schools more action on Capitol Hill than
and teachers ' colleges.
was wont to be seen. It is miracu
the city to attend the party honoring art Orbeton. West Rockport, with Mrs. motlicr in Freeport for a week.
• • • •
lous the conAdence people place ln
Eugene 8pear and Miss Adelaide Clarence Munsey as assisting hostess
A St. Patrick's Day program was the new President. It's such an in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of
Holmes, on retirement from office, Thc Dames meet again April 7, for
was an overnight guest of his mother, 1 o'clock luncheon at thc home of Mrs Brewer were the guests over the given. The theme of the program teresting time to be in the midst of
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton, Chestnut Russell Bartlett, with Mrs. Bartlett weekend, of the latter's mothcr, Mrs was: Farmington State Normal history-making. I cannot convey on
School faculty as they were when paper how very stirring the times
street.
and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag as hostesses Nutt, Chestnut street.
they went to school on St. Patrick's are.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey of Day. Grace Miller of Thomaston
Mrs. A. A. Jameson has returned
George Green of South Thomas
"I miss all my good friends at
to The Highlands after a visit of ton is remaining with his daughter, Augusta were Sunday guests of Mr. had a part in the play.
home and shall be so happy to see
•
•
•
•
several weeks in Boston and vicinity. Mrs. Charles A. Emery, Pacific street, and Mrs. E. E. Maxay, Glencove.
you ali when we return."
Mrs. Ella B. Tabbutt, junior and
for the present.
Mrs.
Earle
Haskell
has
entered
senior
matron
of
Palmer
hall,
gave
a
The Auxiliary of the Sons of
BURKETTVILLE
Union Veterans is to have a public
Mrs. A. M. Moody and Mrs. Wallace Knox Hospital tor surgical treatment delightful party March 18, to hcr
Mr.
and
Mrs. Charles Miller, Mrs.
girls and guests after the hop.
card party tomorrow evening at the Spear returned Saturday from a stay
The Wawenock Club held its an Among the 16 couples attending were Bertha Dearborn and Mrs. Ada Mitch
shop of I. Leslie Cross, Main street. of several weeks in Miami. Fla.
nual meeting last evening with Mrs Mary Small and Clifford Ladd of ell were business callers in Rockland
Play will begin at 8. Buffet lunch
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Donald Leach was hostess tc Evelyn Snow, Thomaston. Response Rockland.
will be served. Reservations may be
to roll call was made by quotation1
Linwood Mitchell was guest of his
arranged with Mrs. May Cross, Mrs. the Monday Contract Club last eve
from Robert Louis Stevenson. These
Circle
supper
at
the
Universalist
mothcr
in Washington Monday and
ning.
Sarah Thomas or Mrs. Josephine
officers were re-elected: President. vestry tomorrow will have Mrs Tuesday of last week and incidentally
Lothrop.
The Rubinstein Club plans to give Mrs. Evelyn Snow; vice president. Charles T. Smalley as chairman. Her with many from several towns at
a
musicale and tea April 25, at the Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton; secretary and committee will include Mrs. E. F. tended Washington town meeting
Tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock "A
Friend of the Family," a charming Universalist vestry. The committee treasurer, Mrs. Lelia Benner. Mrs Berry, Miss Hope Oreenhalgh. Mrs March 20.
Mrs. Ruby Drinkwater is guest, of
one-act comedy, will b? Resented at tn charge will comprise Miss Clemice Cora Sncw was appointed chairman Frances Bicknell. Mrs. C. Alton
the Congregational vestry by the en Blackington, ciialrman. Mrs. Doris of the program committee and Mrs Palmer, Mrs. Ella McMillan. Mrs. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
tertainment committee of the church Scarlott, Miss Edna Gregory. Mrs Abbie Campbell of the social commit Ralph C. Wentworth. Miss Charlotte Martz.
Atwood Levensaler. who is staging Esther Rogers, Mrs. Maryon Benner. tee. It was voted to have for study Dyer, Miss Marion Dyer, Mrs. Clinton
Sanford Jones is conAned to his
the performance, heads the cast. A Mrs. Emily Stevens, Miss Elizabeth next season "The Pacific Coast Land." Bowley, Miss Edna Payson, Mrs, F. home with a badly sprained ankle.
music program preceding the comedy Hagar. Mrs. Lucy Marsh Lowe, Mrs. The club by this meeting rounds out E. Cottrell, Mrs. Ada Hewett, Mrs.
8everal of George Clark's friends
Grace Crie. Mrs. Muriel Crie, Mrs. its 32nd consecutive season. There James Diamond, Mrs. Rida Fuller and passed Friday evening at his home, it
will
feature
these
artists:
Mrs.
Nettie
r> •<
Bird Frost, contralto; Marshall Brad Dorothy Crie, Mrs. Frances McLoon. arc Ave charter members living—Mrs Mrs. Earle MacWilliams. Mrs. C. E. being his birthday. There are very
ford, baritone; Miss Ruth Lawrence, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and Mrs. Alice Cora Snow, Mrs. Hattie Keating, Mrs. Rollins, president of the Women's So few men in town of Mr. Clark's age, 76
pianist, and Miss Ruth Barter of Ten Karl. A program of high order is be Fannie Norton. Miss Minnie Smith ciety. has called an important bud* years. He moves around iike a man
and Mrs. Lelia Benner.
ness meeting.
ing arranged.
ant's Harbor, reader.
several years younger.

COMING SOON—ROSE Bl’SlI SALE AT 25 CENTS—WAIT FOR IT

Suits for Spring
—and you’ll find them
at Senter Crane’s

$750 to

$25°°

Detachable Capes . short shoulder capes that lend a touch of un
usual chic, many detachable so that you can wear the suit with or
without for variety . .. capes arc dominating notes in 1933's spring
song of suits!
Fur Edged Capes ... a single, narrow edging, or even a double row,
of flne fur gives the effect of quality and richness without add.ng
too much in weght or warmth for spring days.

High Necklines . . . closings that come riyht up to the throat are
also made to open wide when desired, for still greater variety of
style and adaptability to occasion.

New lines with a New Corset!
LE GANT made of Youthlastic!
Absolutely WON’T ride up—hugs to
the figure, and fits just like a "second
skin!" Eliminates stocking runs—
washes beautifully. The fine Lastex
threads are woven in two directions,
so that it stretches UP and DOWN as
well as AROUND!

AV

With firm batiste in the front panel,
opened part way down the left side,
and boned at abdomen for special con
trol to slightly heavier figures. The
back panel is entirely of YOUTH
LASTIC, where the two-way stretch
is all-important. Weighs practically
nothing—and is the most comfort
able garment you ever had on your
body!

\

$ J 00 pair

Special Purchase — Silks
One of Boston's largest dress manufacturers had an insurance adjustment on water damage
Printed and Plain Sheer and Rough Crepe Silks are regularly sold for $1.50 to $2.00 per yard.

Tiies?

On Sale
Saturday
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
' —

COLBY COLLEGE
Most of the students left for home
last Friday, when the college closed
for the regular spring recess, which
extends until the morning of April 6.

Epsilon quintet who came through and Mrs. Leslie 6. Marriner und
the season undefeated. The Anal Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Heal,
game was played with the Zeta P.i
Maynard Marriner was in Augusta
team, which up to that time, had Monday.
also been undefeated.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Heald and
• • • •
little son Augustus visited Mr. and
Among the social events at the col- ( Mrs. Frank Wood; Sunday.
lege during the past week was thc
Mrs. Ava Morton spent a day with
, annual banquet of senior girls who Mrs. A. F Heald list week
, hive held various offices during the I WHEN IN BOSTON-you can ouy
of Thf Courler-OaMtte. with thf
, past year, among whom was Mar- copies
home news, at thc Old South New*
Agency. Washington St . next Old South
guerite deRochemont of Rockland,

All the students who are the sons
or daughters of graduates were thc
guests of President and Mrs. Johnson at dinner in the alumnae buildlng recently. This year there are 55
Church: also at M. Andclman'*, 334
students who are qualiAed for mem
Tremont St.
The freshman track tcam con
bership in the Society of the Sons
tinued its victorious winter season
and Daughters of Colby.
WED.-THURS.
with a decisive win over Hebron
Academy.
He
scratched
her
At the initiation ind banquet of
tender skin and
thc Phi Mu sorority. Saxon Lurvey
found a
EAST SEARSMONT
and Helen deRochemont of Rocksavage!
'and wcrc taken into the society.
Mrs. Christina Hall of Augusta
• • • •
In tbe womens basketball league, .'■pent a day recently with her parents
championship was won by the Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Marriner.
Mniors> while the sophomores came, Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Bryant and
,ht ln front ln ,he voi:eyba!1 tourna- son of Moody Mountain were recent!
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ment.
• • • •
Gelo.
Thc
interfratemity
basketball
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Marriner of the k
trophy was won by the Delta Kappa village called on their relatives Mr.

I

n

WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY

Every worker tn
the mill town
knew all about
her husband's
little "friend"

ANN

LESLIE

IARDING

IOWARD

ANIMAL KINGDO
Where (he ben ol ui art
only human, after all.

PHILIP BARRY’S
leniational state

tutceu'

Wth MYRNA LOY
WILLIAM OAROAN
Nall Hamilton, Henry
ttaphaman, Ilka Chaie

play by Horace
Jackson Directed by
Edward H Griffith. Dm id
Screen

I

A new and shiny
woman ior the factory
hand who became a million
aire! No other woman would
have dared to do the desper
ate thing his wife did to
hold her own!

NO OTHER WOMAN
fi K O
RADIO

IRENE DUNNE

CHARLES BICKFORD

9«ili ANpac .

O Selrmcfc, Executive
Producer An tKO-kADIO
Picture of covnol

NOW SHOWING
“MURDERS IN TIIE ZOO"

with
CHARLES RUGGLES
TIIE PANTHER WOMAN
COMING
John Barrymore in

‘Topaze"

sbic unpin

TODAY—ALLAN DINEHART. MAE CLARK
tn “AS TIIE DEVIL COMMANDS"

SITKANE).

Every-Other-Day
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DRESSUP!
i By Comrade Oliver Hamlin)
A membership drive is on and any
male officer or enlisted man who has
served or may serve ln the Army.
Navy. Marine Corps or Coast Ouard
of the United States of America in
foreign war. insurrection or expedi
tion is eligible to active membership
If ycu served ln the A.EF. you belong ,
In the V.F.W. Applications may be
secured from any comrade or at the
Post rooms over Newberry's store.
Veterans, get in line with your bud
dies!
• A • •

SPRINGTIME!

Membership in the Ladies' Auxili
ary of the Vetciaas of Foreign Wars
also ls epen Information and appli
cations can be furnished by any
woman member or at the Post rooms.
• • • •
On the strength of reports received
from national headquarters more
than 28,000 Overseas veterans re
Neither costly nor complicated for you to enjoy the
ceived the obligation of membership
added pleasure and smartness of appearance that
Clyde Beatty and His Old Pal, Nero
Ftb. 11 in the VF.W. "Hello America"
comes through color harmony.
NOTHER secret ia out. All lions havc halitosis. Not four out of five, but
program, broadcast from Washing
Gregory’s "ensemble style service’’ is yours for the
all of ’em. Clyde Beatty, famous circus trainer and movie star, tells
ton by Command?r-ln-ChieJ Admiral
about it in his new book. ’'The Big Cage." "There’s a famous old circus
asking. We have arranged typical ensembles of
Robert E. Coontz and staff.
trick," he writes, “in w hich the trainer puts his head into the lion's mouth
• • « •
Personally I dislike that trick, not because of any danger tliat lies in lt. but
Suit, Hat, Shirt, Tie and Hose so that you can judge
because lions, even the healthiest ones, have halitosis. I can think of nothing
Another
of
the
bean suppers was,
them at a glance, as a basis for your own selections.
more definitely suffocating than the breath of the average lion. If you stick
put on by the Ladies’ Auxiliary Sat- j
your face into a lion's mouth, you may expect to be gassed. Why toy with a
The colors shown are those in harmony with Spring
stunt that involves the unpleasantness of being subjected to super-halitosis?"
urday night to 75 persons. The pro- j
clothing colors.
ceeds of these suppers go for a needy
EXPRESSES HIS MIND
cause.
There will be another public
See them in our South Window this week.
STRAND THEATRE
supper next Saturday in the Post
These complete ensembles are priced at the popular
Edward H. Griffith was so both Grant Rogers, Temperance I-eader. rooms from 5 to 7 p. m.
Tells of "Beer For Prosperity"
• • • •
prices—
ered by ambitious pet owners when
$21.90, $22 40, $23.90, $26.40
The
34th
National
Encampment will
It was announced that he was going
A communication slgfted by three
be held in Milwaukee this year from
In our North Window you will see the new smart
to direct "The Animal Kingdom" Warren subscribers asks the repubAug. 27 to Sept. 1. If you write let
Topcoats beautifully tailored and trimmed—
that he had to issue an announce licatlon of the following letter written ters to the encampment committee
$10.00, $15.00, $18.00, $25.00
ment that the RKO-Rad;o adapta by Grant Rogers of Wir.throp. a well address them to Harry C. Hansen.
For the Ladies we are selling Genuine Holeproof
tion of this Philip Barry play is not known prohibitionist, to a State pa Hotel Schroeder. Milwaukee. Wis.
• • • •
Silk Hose, 79 cents.
an animal story,
per:
A new Post of the Veterans of For- ’
"The Animal Kingdom" coming
Open the breweries, “for prosperi eign Wars is to be Instituted at Bel
Wednesday and Thursday is a so ty," is the program at Washington fast In the near future.
• • • •
phisticated modem drama deriving Correctly stated: To hoist the Stars
Anyone who served with Private
its title from the point of view of the and Stripes over the legalized liquor
Alfred Dreyfus, Battery C. 17th F. A. .
central feminine character, whose traffic, in the payment of political Second Division. U. S. Army in France.,
;
opinion is that most men and women, debts, is the lay-out and sell-out.
is asked to write to this comrade, care
The program is rushed through
despite their lofty pretensions, in af
V F.W Post No 95. 280 E. 161st street. I
Congress under the pretense of an
fairs of the heart, often' are ani “emergency measure" and the ridicu New York city.
• • • •
malistic rather than wise, tender or lous claim of aiding prosperity.
Americanization Day. April 27, will
To yield S150.0C0.0C0 revenue to cur | be observed at the new Post rooms i
human. The story centers around a
government,
as the wets now claim Comrade John Ranlett, chairman for
man
who
has
two
women
tn
his
af

INSTALLING—REPAIRING
chairman
fections—his conventional but volup on the proposed tax of $5 00 per barrel the p^. and Mrs
tuous wife, who attempts to hold of 31 gallons each, the people of this for the Auxiliary, have arranged a
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
him with mere allure; and a pre- country would have to guzzle 30.00QAOO good program of speakers and enter
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
marriage "light of love" whose un barrels, or 930.000.0CO gallons annually. tainers. A house-warming party will
What prosperity and happiness this follow these exercises. All veterans
conventional mind and finer emo
would bring to the homes now suf who have seen foreign service are in
tions
are
a
constant
call
to
him.
411 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
The question involved is — which fering for food, clothing, fuel and the vited to attend this party which will
other necessaries of life! Is it pos celebrate the opening of the new
woman will hold him?—adv.
sible that anyone is foolish enough to V.F.W. Post rooms over Newberry's
believe such nonsense!
store. Main street.
It is the program for beer to cover
• • • •
the land as the waters cover the deep
Comrades, don't forget tonight is
One brewer says. "We hope to make regular meeting night and all membeer a household word. What beer befs should be present. Meeting starts
needs now is dignity." Another beer- at 7.30 p. m. sharp.
ite says. "Beer is going to wear re
"THAT REMINDS ME"
spectable clothes and go to work
again for the government. It must
take Its place on the grocery shelf Mr. Tolman Tells Of Other Crime
Waves, Which Were Not Laid To
alongside sugar and coffee and break
Prohibition
fast foods and vanilla extract Mother
and Sis needn't be ashamed to carry
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. \\ e print every
home a few unwrapped bottles right
If we were to believe the yellow met
thing printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
j in the market basket."
ropolitan press the present crime
Poster.
What a blessing to the home! What
wave was caused by prohibition alone.
an uplift to society! What a pro
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
I quote the following from "My
moter of temperance!
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
| Story of the War" by Mary' A. Liver
Yes. and a booze-dominated Con
more, page 87:
experience.
gress struck out the restriction pro"When in 1812 war was declared by
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
hibiting the sale of beer to minors.
the United States against Orea’
Beer is such a good thing mothers
advertising printing done at our new low prices.
Britain my father was more than a
should feed It to their babits—and
willing volunteer and he entered the ,
LETTERHEADS
thus help the government—while the
naval service ... fired with a desire to
"first lady of the land" instructs the
BILLHEADS,
avenge his wrongs he enlisted on th?
, girls, as she says, “at an early a;e,
STATEMENTS
frigate Constitution and served under |
on the amount of whiskey and such
ENVELOPES,
Commodores Hull and Bainbridge
I drinks they can use with safety."
Per 1000
until the end of the war . .. (page 97).
FLYERS.
This brewery-controlled Congress
Always admonishing me whenever
CARDS, ETC.,
■ also votes to legalize the advertising
Parcel Post on each 1000 15c Extra
we met. that the severest years of a '
of beers in newspapers, on billboards,
-—war are the 25 that succeed it, when
and by radios. Perhaps this is one
Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
of the rewards the wet newspapers the demoralization which it has en
will receive for their great servioe to gendered is found in every depart
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
$3.00
ment of business, society and govern
i the liquor traffic.
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
$3.75
May the wet fathers and mothers ment.”
Here are a few gems quoted from
weep and wail in their closets as their
Milk Bills, 1000,
I" 5000 Lois
$1.50
Macauley's
History of England. Vol
sons and daughters go the way of the
IV. pages 368-370:
drunkard, on the drink they voted to
"During the autumn of 1692 and
SPECIAL OFFER
| place before them.
the following winter, the capital
As
collisions
pile
up
automobile
One year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
I wrecks and mangled victims, on our (London) was kept in constant terror
with each order of Wedding Invitations
highways, let no wet complain against by housebreakers ... It should seem
or Announcements
one who is drunk on the drink he that at this time a journey of 50 miles
through the wealthiest and most
j voted to legalize.
Let no wet political judge dare con populous shires of England was as
vict any person for driving while un- dangerous as a pilgrimage across the
I der the influence of liquor which he deserts of Arabia . .. When William,
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
on his return from the Continent
helped to legalize.
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
We shall see whether the political learned to what ah extent these out
the only printers in Knox County using this up-to1 powers can ride rough-shod over the rages had been carried, he expressed
date process.
temperance forces and the Protestant great indignation, and announced his
Christian Churches of this country resolution to put down the malefac
tors with a strong hand. A fine
i
with impunity.
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
regiment was selected to guard sev
figure with you
eral of the great avenues of the capi
tal ... In a few weeks tiie roads were
safe as usual. The executions were
numerous, for till the evil had been
suppressed, the King resolutely re
fused to listen to any solicitations for
Since 1840 this firm has faithfc'i? mercy."
served the families of Knox County
No paroles then! However small a
LADY AT TENDANT
valuation robbers set on other peo
Day Telephone 450—781-1
ple's lives they arc mightily careful
of their own. Rum was plentiful, but
BURPEE’S
that didn't make ’em gentle! But the
ROCKLAND, MF
rope did.
Jesse A. Tolman

Let Your Easter Outfit Be Planned
Not Merely Purchased ....

A

. Gregory's

VANDERBILT HO
TEL PREPARESl
— The renowned
Vanderbilt Hotel In
New York City has
Installed full equip
ment for the return
ot beers and light
i
wines.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

WILLIAM T. SMITH

THE NEW

Washer
Serving the Second Generation

The Courier-Gazette
Printing Plant

THE LOWEST PRICED WASHER

EVER BUILT WITH MOTOR DRIV
EN PUMP-

$9.95
£■1

Embossed Letter Printing

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

The Same Apex Washer Without the Pump— J

Same Quality, Same Workmanship, Same High
Standards .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

j

See the New Apex S’8
Wringerless Washer
“WRING NO MORE MY LADY”
The New Apex S-8 Wringerless Washer is the low
est priced quality piece of its type on the market
—washes, blues and dries clothes. Has all white
vitreous porcelain enameled extractor tub ring. Mo
tor driven pump empties both wash and extractor
tubs. Extractor cannot revolve when cover is open
—100% Safe—dries whole tubfull of clothes in two
minutes.

$1095°

Ask for demonstration. Let us do your Monday
washing for you at no obligation.

Delivered at your home

A. C. McLOON <5 CO.
AT THE SIGN OF FRIGIDAIRE

THE BICKNELL

ROCKLAND

